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Abu l'acret Societies Headrick's Plant
ileseishlag Confer.
DeteotritreL.—If the Meters. Holland
and Galbreath can secure a few more
attractions like Clara Sehumaun'e
Ladies' Orchestra i hey can make enongh
money to renovate the epees house, for
immense audiences eould be attracted.
The entertainment was decidedly the
beat of the kind that has been given in
Hopkinsville for many seasous. In the
organization are the foilowing eolo ar-
tists, who have few ..uperuors in the
miuncal world :
Mime Anna Miller, solo violin.
Mee Zap, IdeDouahl, solo violin.
Miss Florence Beekete solo flute
pliewer, and the leading lady player of
the world.
Miss Cora Bell Lewis, the drummer
who handles the drums and trap at the
same time.
Mill, Oda Rudolph. America's queen
of the trombone.
Miss Bennie Greaten and Miss Alice
Cheatham, solo eornetists.
Miss Alice Mead, the harpesew.th her
'2,000 harp.
+++
Ketours FrEHIA.S.—Here are a
couple of items that will interest some
members of Evergreen Loewe:
General Carnahan hits issued an order
stating that the publemect report that
the name of -uniform rank" had been
changed to "knights torn" is without
foundation.
Is now appears that the new ritual
was not adopted. The supreme consti-
tution requires the affirmative vote of
foar-fifthe of all the members of the su-
preme lodge to adopt an amendment.
As the amendment received but 116
votes and 121 is ueceees.ry, the matter is
still nixiecided.
+ t t
Wneag, 0, WILEAE ? —Apropos of se-
cret societies, what has become of the
wig-warn of Redruen established here
seveial months ago? The members
purchased costumes and all other needed
paraphernalia, secured the K. of P.
castle for a camp and then—well, a good
many moons have waxed and waned
since the brave warriors have kindled a
council fire.
•
ii6NDRICE.—AS stetter by the NEW
ERA several days ago, Congressman
Hendrick may locate in Hopkinsville
when his term expires. The Murry
Ledger says of bun. "tie has had sev-
eral good places offerer him, but pre-
fers to engage in law practice, and be-
ing a lawyer of State reputation, his
success is assured in any place he choos-
es to go. As a congressman he was rap-
idly coming to the front, but unforseen
circumstances neprived the district of a
representative who bad the confidence
saillonespect of all his colleagues in each
party. We eouki be sorry to see the
Firethistrict lose big-hearted, big-brain-
.d John Hendrick, but if he should
choose to go elsewhere we hope his lines
will be cast in places a here men of
worth are more appreciated, and if such
is the case we predict that it will uot
be long till he is again in the halls of
congress, the representative of another
district."
+ + +
Fienetouttito °terse —A flouribing
center of the Chicago University Ex-
tension has been organized in Hopkins-
yule. There are now twenty-one mem-
bees and others expect to join the circle
soon. Mum Chaffin will leave to-day or
Monday for Clarksville, where she will
organize a center. The local officers
are: President, A. C. Kuykendall; Vice-
President, W. T. Fowler; Secretary and
Treasurer, Miss Ellen Young; Instruc-
tor, L. McCartney. Meetings will be
held at McCartney Hall. •
Among the promoters of the inetitte
!non are Rt. Rev. Samuel Fellows, D D.,LL. D., Chancellor; Hon. C. C. Bonner,
LL. D., Pregideut World's Congress
Auxiliary; Mrs. Ellen M. Henrotin,
Prendent General Federation of Wo-
rn'' Clnles of tile ri••;‘ And nee
the ilistrueters are: F., of thorge El.-
en, M A . LL D.. (ermeny, the world
retiownni Egyptolostiet end !leveller ;
Prof Theo 0 pthrh...e..r. Lt n . the
redebrated Assyrielfelet of the Hem II
I istrotve /1:•111114 riling • Ph
I) • ChtelWo Utoiveretty ; Carl A Pla
Preet .ntit Helium, W
!nem, Tnylor, A, N. M. 8 THoenionth
Ulm Prof Mamie, Friceet
Eitato , isetholie Uteversity of
.eirieriea; Prof K K. Sanders, A M.
Ph D. Professor of Biblical Litenenre,
Yale Universite ; Prof Adolph Cohn.
A. Ff.. Ph D.. Professor of Greek Lee-
irneeee. and Literionre, University of
Naehville; Prof. Aoolph Cohn, A M .
Ph. D.. Professor of Rometore Litera-
tore. Columbia University, New York
'itv: Prince Serge Wolkoneky, Russia,
the e tresseutative of Russian Education,
Wi'r-,.e Congresses; Rt. Rev F D.
Huntington. S. T D., D. H. L., th 
tiosirinehee Author and Divine. Be-hop
of Cm-trial New York. formerly Proles-
so: in Harvard University.
t + +
FORMER Crrizee —Zack Phelps is get'
tog the biestest law practice Louis-
1". Tstiere hite a marked iii-
cr. 4;4 within the last two year.; in his
crew u al law cases. T here haler 't been
au important suit in the Circuit Conn
daring that time Snag IfOr b-, en
1114th WO' Mi. • 'T ilt;it r.
ties corieniet eppreciation el Ser.
Pb- lphe' merits as an adeocate is roitly
te Aural reue of his untiring Stut:y
uh imeoeliiie to tee Lee.," 0
:Stele.. hi to
0. out- Of the beet eiosseeeitmiuirs end
ee• et the eho witeet jury lawyers
a.. I•..r (I0.-0 not paw the earth
1,11. t hi • immortal -tars nor meg
be u-c any of the cheap tricks eo (-on,-
mull o itli many of our inwyors he
01 ...title 'and courteous. He bele-v.11
filet a here the elover is there the bees
se , enci where the bees are, there is
to teoey III other words, he do. sift
try to eateh flue with vinegar, but by
hie frankness, his sincerity, his marvel-
ous anaptability, he seizes victories
where more vicious men utterly fail.
Bane. a all thio Zack Phelphs has a
personality that wins people. He can
play the organ, as he often does in the
little church on the bill, and he can
sieir sly repertoire from "Do, Do, My
lleekieberry, Do," to "I Want Yer, Ma
Honey " He is one of the best after-
dinner speakers in Kentucky. He loves
bite- ball and used to be president of
our club. Briefly, he is an all-round
geed fellow, who has a world of talent
auu a world of friends, and if I owned
bine I would make him take an oath on
a stack ot bible.' as high as the Colum-
bia, that he a ould let polities severely
about- for the next ten years
• .4111•••••
Has i..c.,cated Here.
Mr. L. M. Armstrong, who has lo ed
at Kirkruanevele for many years. eas
built a house in tiopktiostrille and eas
tuoveu there and will make that city his
home in the future.--Fairview Review.
Re-elected Pastor,
The Rev. B F. Hyde has been re-
eleceei pastor of the Barren Springs
cli ere, of this county, for the- coming
year He btu. been preaching at this
church for four years and is liked by
all the people uu that community.
—•••• aaNII•
Highly Suoc.,,Beful.
Rev. J T. Rushing returned from
Hopkinsville Saturday having been en-
gaged for a week in assisting in a meet-
ing near there at Hebron. He reported
a highly successful meeting and thir-
teen additions to the church.—The Muh-
lenberger.
For Prospective Candidates.
This Judicial district stands, peliti-
telly, as follows: Democratic majori-
ties—S'a dow ay , 2.006; Trigg. 3-13: Lyon,
193. Total, 2,548. Republican. 1.352
In a Democratic delegate convention,
Calloway will have 13 votes; Trigg, 8;
Lyon. 5, and Christian 15. Total 41;
necessary to choice 25.
Next year we eleot Cirenit Judge and
CommonweAlthai Attorney, and these
figure' age given that peeve/live can
didetes may consider.—Murray Times.
. IS
MR. CLEVELAND
He Was Released This
Morning.
INJUST'OE DONE HIM.
He litany Mends Hers ere Indignant Over
His Imprisonment
Two weeks ago, Mr. George Cleve-
kind, who is well and favorably knoown
in Southern Kentucky and especially in
this city, was arrested at New Orleans
on a charge of emberzletnent, founded
on affidavit of one Edward A Miller,
made before Hon. J.W. Breathitt,Coun-
ty Judge of this county.
As Won RA arrested, Mr. Cleveland
told the officer that as the charge was a
grave one he would return to Kenturky
with Lim without any formalty of law,
and aid so at once. On arriving here he
was placed in jail and demanded a tri 1.
Day after day was get for a hearing
aiod the prosecutors failed to appear.
Last Saturday, after throe who caused
his arrest had biti notified, the Case
-Hine up and was promptly dismissed
hy •
t' • faee of the neuter great iejnm-
r. .-. been came Mr. Cleveland. Mr.
Ven• • kw is a eleik in the nflice of Mr.
.1 We ne ell. Jr . at Cite inmitiema
Dl.. t eau. th.• au-rat, a (I,
atter (tiling Si.. 1.-ft Mr Clevelaiod in jail
theca further preseentie and to get
'at ..et he enuld.
I he cherges fail to the ground, and
oniiipeie the bele f that the pr's' cuticle,
en the pert of those. eansiter the arrest,
a as OHM arranted and leaves Mr. Cleve-
land teoshakeu in the esteem, confidence
dee sympathy of those who hay known
him teet and longest.
—o--
Clapcie Hamilton, formerly of Benton
but now of Memphis, succeeded in pm.
curing a divorce from his wife at the
recent term of circuit court here, says
the Murray Ledger. He was so elated
over the severeness of the galling chains
that he straightway went off and wrote
a piece of senselse jargon and labeled it
-poetry." After reading the Imes Porn-
potted by her liberated husband we feel
sure that Mrs. Hamilton will take pains
to gee that the courts fix up the divorse
good and strong. As a general thing a
man dotes not care to air his family
troubles through the newspapers, but
Claudey seems to be an exception to the
general rule, as he wrote a two-column
article for publication when he left his
wife, giving as a reason that she had
coetracted the morphine habit. '1 he
Lady he married was Miss Eva Wells, of
this county. She was a beautiful girl
and of a prominent family. It is a
thomand chances to one that if the dr-
eam-tam-eft had been reverted and the
Man ill the case had been attacked by
She poisohong drug the woman would
have stood by hint.
—o—
Mr. J. W A. Meyer., of Vine Grove,
is one of the six men in the world who
ens had his neck broken and still lives,
says the Cloverport news. About thre
years ago Mr. Meyers was canght in a
railroad accident and his neck was
broken, though the spinal cord a-am not
parted. His neck was reset and he
though until recently it was ne-
cessary for him to wear his head in a
brace. Lam summer he NA AR in Nee
York City under the care of physicians
there, and he is now able to go without
a brace.
—0—
The ((liter of the Burksville Htrald is
mad. He rises to remark in language
that is plain: •'Some unprincipled,
low, degraded, /selfish teeming of the
Hottentot class have, in order to verif3
the reputation of the editor of this paper
because of his moral position and twine
penetrable character and to overthrow
him .ii the future, started an infamous
lie on him and are hurling it all over
his home country."
WILL HAVE
Jest think of it!
PAVEMENTS.
Russellville is go
The Cream of the Year
For Painting
Buy only the best paint. Cheap paint is dear at any price. Sherwin
Williams' is the best_kaint.  Been sold in this country 20 years. All
pure stuff. 111.50 per gallon. Guaranteed to be chemically pure. 
Round Oak Heating Stoves
Are made of selected iron, :ill j4tnts ground, giutr ant. ed to keed fire rtli night and It
last longer than any other stove made We have t• n roil. rent t•tzes ill stock
Majestic Ranges
These household joys do their own talking-. They cure d -pepsia,:ecotiomize in fuel
and make life a pleasure instead of a burden.
Full Hue- of sporting gotod.., hIfI Is, fine putt ler,
etc.
FORBES G• BRO.
There Are Some Points
That Are Felt,
For Instance. Our-Low Prices
—ON —
Building Material, Hardwari , Pai ;is, OiI and
Glass.
31343X.GrG or. WeJlE11.431.14•11125
FREED ling to have a number of pavements,saysthe Herald, in the near future Some
of our hustling, wide-awake citizens
will be slow to believe this, but it is
nevertheless true. These pavements
will not be made out of cinders, tanbark
or slack coal, but out of real bricks.
illtnela KM coons.
It has bPPII derided by the Green
River lInlititem Convention to establish
a belittles vamp ground, whieh ahostld
be tee:tautly bleated in far Pi posseible
with reference% to the following platies:
Cerydon, htereaufleitt, Uti-
Iniotowie Bentley, Dixon, Clay, Tilden,
Beeville, Cairo, Roberts, Kerley, Dixie,
Slauehter-ville, Hanson, Madisonville
and other toivn in this immediate terri-
tory. Steps will be taken at once look
lug to this end.
GOOD SHOOTING.
J. D. Gay, of Guthrie, won the Ken-
tucky Futurity shoet at the Kentucky
Gun Club grounds, • scoring forty-nine
out of a possible fifty live birds.
Mr William Page, formerly of Hop-
kineville, did some fine shooting.
The contest was one of the most spir-
ited that has ever taken place on those
grounds. One of the disappointments
of the day was the missing of fear birds
by Bland Ballard after the thirty-secon.1
bird had been killed by him. As he
knew that he had no chance of winning
with that may misses on the score
against him, he withdrew from the
match. Mr. Phelps was second at the
close, having killed a total of forty-eight
birds. Christy Churchill took third
money with forty-six birds. H. L. Lyons
was awarded the silver cup, his score
being forty-three. The number of birds
killed by the other participants in the
match were: J Hazzard, 21; William
Page, 20; J. D. Callender, 21.
Hopkinsville On a Boom.
Our neighboring city, Hopkinsville,
is on a boom with her new city regis-
ter, and now a new milling company is
being formed with good backing.
—Princeton Banner.
Her Arm Paralysed.
The many friends of Miss Susie Tan-
dy, daughter of Captain and Mrs.
David Tardy, will learn with aincere
regret that her left arm was paralyzed
Friday night. She is unable to move it.
Once b fore Miss Tandy received a
slight stroke of paralysis from which
-he recovered.
411111.•
His Home Place Burned.
The Rev. Geo. R. Taylorr pastor of
the Universalist church, received bad
news Saturday. Last Friday the resi-
siclence on his farm, in Montgomery
et:runty, Tenn., near Clarksville, was
totally destroyed by fire. It was not in-
sured. Mr. Taylor suspects that the
house was set on fire.
Gant Surrenders.
Last week Epriam Gant shot Frank
Bro..% n at Crofton. Both are colored.
Friday Gaut, who had been at large
since the shooting, came to town and
surrendered himself to the officers. He
was turned over to Jailer Williamson
who will keep him uuder lock and key
p
til hie examining trial takes place.
called to a Church.
Elder S. F. Fowler, of Madisonville,
who is well-kuowu in Hopkinsville,
where he has held several protracted
meetings, has been called to the pas-
torate of the Christian church of Bowl-
ing Green, to succeed Elder Roger
Clark, who has tendered his resignation
to take effect on Jan. I. Elder Fowler
is a good preacher.
. Hendricks May Move Here.
Congressman Hendrick leaves for
Washington in a couple of weeks to sit
in the last session of congress under the
Cleveland administration. After its
adjournment and Mr. Hendnck's term
expires he will probably move to Hop-
kiiieville. Louisville or Frankfort. to
practice his profession—Murray Ledger
Southall Exposed.
Fred Van Renealer, secretary of the
Republican county committee, on Mon-
day paid off the costs in the case of
Southall against County Clerk Griffith,
at Owensboro. in the litigation in which
Southall tried to get his name on the
ballot as a Populist candidate for Con-
gress. No proof was necessary, how-
ever to show that the Republicans were
et the bottom of the scheine.—Header-
sen Gleaner. ,
A Fatal 'Accident.
A fatal accident happened last week
at Golden Pond. A small child of Mr.
John Duuning was kicked to death by a
horse. Mr. Duninng and his family
had started home from a vain to rela-
tives between the rivers, and near Gold-
en Pond the horse became frightened
and began to run andlick, and the lit-
tle child, who was sitting in the foot of
the buggy, was kicked on the head and
killed instantly.
Serves Notice.
Notice of contest has been served up-
on Maj. 8. R. Crumbaugh, who was
elected State Senator, by Capt C. D.
Rein his Democrat-Populist opponent,
who was defeated on the face of the re-
turns by 372 majority. Irregularities in
three large Republican districts and
frauds In various others are given as
the ground of eentest.
Capt. Bell claims to have been elected
by a majority of about 200 of the legal
votes.
To Succeed Clardy.
Mr David Anderson Powers. is an
avowed candidate for Congress in. the
Second district. 'There is quite a long
time before the successor of Dr. Clardy
is to be cheater, but Mr. Powers goes on
the idea-that the early bird gets the fish
eait. Mr. Powers is a native of Hawes-
ville and is known personally and pro-
resvionally to nearly every one of any
prominence in the entire district. No
..ne questions his ability, and his
ipeeches for the Republican cause in the
late battle were more effective than the
epposition cares to discuss. His genius
ties attracted the attention cf Dr Hun-
ter and other well known Republicans.
and the Plaindealer knows that they
stand ready to throw him a life preser-
ver at the proper time.—Hawesville
Plaiodealer.
A Tobacco Decision.
The following decision by the Court
of Appeals will prove of interest to our
tobacco men:
Tobacco Warehousemen — Fields
Brothers vs. Slane, etc.—(Net to be re-
ported.) Filed November 20, 1896. Ap-
peal from Graves circuit court. Opin-
ion of the court by Judge Landes, re-
versing.
Tobacco warehousemen having in the
usual course of business received to-
bacco truly one who was not the owner
they are not liable to the owner for its
proceeds unless they were notified of
his claim before the sale or before they
had paid over or accounted for the pro-
ceeds. And in this action by the owner
to recover the proceeds the evidence as
to the notice to defendants of his claim
being conflicting the court erred in tak-
ing that question from the jury by in-
structing them to find for plaintiff if
they believed from the evidence that he
Was the owner.
Burnett & Dallum for appellant; Jas.
T. Webb and R. E. Johnson for appel-
lee.
OFFICIAL FIGURES.
Count of the Vote is Now
Completed.
ONE BRYAN ELEOTOR.
The Democrats, Contrary to Expectations,
Gass No Notice of Contest.
The State Canvassing Board, consist-
ing of State Auditor, Secretary of State
and Atttoruey-General, met at noon
yestercley to canvass the returns of the
recent election.
The c finial footing gives Kash, the
leading Republican elector, 218,171
votes, cud Smith, the leading Demo-
cratic elector, 217,890 votes. McKin-
ley's official plurality in the State is 218.
Smith, who headed the Bryan electoral
ticket, defeats Wedding and Howes, the
two lowest McKinley electore, who are
tied. The electoral college will decide
which of the electors 'hall vote.
The returns from Congreseioual con-
Nets wereported as follows:
First District—Wheeler, Dem., 14,808;
Thomas, Rep., 12,842; Keys, Pop., 11,-
991; Wheeler's plurality, 1,966.
Second Distnet—Clardy, Dem., 23,-
535; Fr auks, Rep., 17,276; Southall,
Pop., 68; Lockett, Gold Dem., 433; Clar-
dy's plurality, 6,259.
Third District—Rhea, Dem., 19,670;
Hunter, Rep , 19,332; Milliken, Gold
Dem., alb; Vaughn., lud. Rep., 339;
Rhea's plurality, 338.
Fourth District—Smith, Dem., 21,655;
Lewis, Rep., 20,222; Durham, Pop., 1,•
919; Ly irks, Ind., 317; Smith's plurali-
ty, 1,433.
Fifth District—Evans, Rep , 27,780;
Brown, Dem., 17,150; Baskin, Gold
Dem., 1,63n; Evans' plurality, 10,630.
Sixth District—Berry, Dem., 21,177;
Ernst, Rep., 17,422; Berry's plurality,
3,765.
Seventh District—Settle, Dem., 18,-
826; Breckinridge, Rep., 17,019; Settle's
plurality, 1,807.
Eighth District—Davidson, Rep., 18,-
110; Thompson, Dem., 15,629; David-
son's plerality, 2,481.
Ninth District—Pugh, Rep., 22,014;
Thomas, Dem., 21,591; Pngh's plurality,
s23.
Tenth District— Fitzpatrick, Dem.,
17,578; Langley, Rep., 16,381; Fitzpat-
ritles plurality, 1,197.
Eleventh District—Colson, Rep., 22,-
404; Black, Dem., 12,518; White, Ind.
Rep., 4,581; Bertram, Gold Dem., 30;
Colson' ti plurality, 9,886.
LOSS OF CADIZ IS OUR GAIN.
The Telephone Tells of Dr. Bacon and
His Family.
Dr. T L. Bacon and family have re-
moved permanently to Hopkineville,
where the doctor will practice his pro-
fesson in the future. Dr. Bacon has
been a reeident of Cadiz for 30 years
and has enjoyed a most extensive prae-
tice, ere h as his high standing and me-
dical skill deserved. No one has ever
eommanded a higher esteem and re-
spect, Loth as a physician and a highly
cultured Christian gentleman, than Dr.
Bacon, and his departure from our
midst is regretted with much earnest-
ness+, eqnalled only by the sincere wish-
es for his future welfare. Mr. Walter
A Wilson and wife and Mr. George Ed-
wards accompanied them to their new
home. Hopkinsville may be well con-




Mr. Robert. Johnson Weds Miss Annis
Darnell.
Mr. Robert L. Johnson, of Christian
eouuty and Miss Annie Darnell, a
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James Dar-
nell, of Montgomery. county, Tenn.,
were married Wednesday of last week
at the home of the bride's parents. A
Clarksville correspondent describes the
wedding as follows:
"At 7 o'clock Misses Virginia Cook -
say and Pearl Darnell, maids of honor,
escorted by Messrs. Frank Perkins and
Jas. T. Wood, of this city, filed into the
room, followed by the bride and groom.
when Rev. A. N. Couch in a beautiful
marriage service, pronounced them man,
and wife. Then amid a shower of con-
gratulations the guests were summoned
to the (lining Motu to partake of an ele-
gant repast. After supper dancing was
enjoyed for two hours. Thanksgiving's
morning was drawing nigh ere the
good nights were said, wishing the
young couple a bright and happy fu-
ture.
"The groom is a son of Mr. Cave
Johnson, of Christian county, and is a
young man of splended morale, is both
intelligent and enereetic.
"The bride is the eldest daughrer of
James Darnel. She possesses those
excellencies of mind and heart which so
well qualify her for that most exalted
sphere of woman, a beloved and loving
wife."
In Memoriam.
Died at the old home in Howell, Nov.
234, 1896. Mrs. M. B. Robinson aged 74
years 1 month 17 days.
This lovely Christian woman was
born in Madison county, Ky , Oct. 6th
1822.
In 18-11 she married Dr. Wallace Em-
bry who died seven years after leaving
her with three sons, George, Wallace
and Samuel, who survive her
After a ernaowhood of ten years, she
married Col. J. J. Robinson, so well
and favorable known in Christian coun-
ty and Southern Kentucky, he has been
dead a number of years.
Pleasant, genial, loving and lovable,
none knew sister Robinson but to praiee.
In all the relationships of life she per
formed wall the part allotted to her.
Cares and sorrows and misfortunes
were her's, but ever uneomplainly she
met them as they came, with true Chris-
tian fortitude; while a mantle of chari-
ty she had ever ready for the erring.
And now as she has been called to the
reward of the faithful, we can say tru-
ly: a good and noble woman has gone,
a consistent. Christian for many years, a
worthy member of the Church of Christ.
For quite a while she has been in
failing health, and not long ago when I
met her briefly, she said -I feel that the
end Buits nearing."
herpathway was clear,
and we knew that while leaving this
earthly home which her presence had so
longlgladdened, she was surely entering
"that mangier) not made with hands."
The death shanow is ever a niournful
one and the and the ang.1 :that bears
our loved ones away leaves a funeral
pale behind. But how thankful that
beyond it there is life veld light and
peace forever more.
Our tenderest sympathies are with the
bereaved. But we bid them, look up,
their's is not an eternal sorrow—she
Elkton, Ky, Wit. E. MORLEY.
Purchased • Flue.
Mr. Americus Doerhoffer, of Louis-
ville, has purchased the Burgher place
opethe Hopkinsville road and given it to
i;his f her-in-law, John Casey. The




Rev. Orlinville Lyon, pastor of the
Methodist church at Lafayette, has just
ended a pretrertati meeting et Herndon
Ile mat with aleelleill auetwite As a
result of the Howling, Seven penults
united with the uhurvh.
..
Don't Freese.
Citizens who have wash women du
their shirts, milers and cuffs will' save
money by having their laundry done by
Hopkinsville Steam Laundry. They
dry by steam heat and do not dry by
freezing the clothes. A trial will con-
vince you. d 1 t
-.11••••
tierce:Airy Burglarised.
Poole's grocery store, on West Sev•
enth street, below the New ERA office,
was burglarized early Sunday morning
An entrance was effected by removing
one of the large glare panes in the front
of the establishment. The burglars
stole four fifty pound bags of flour.
Nothing else of value is missing.
First Regular Meeting.
The University Association Center
held its first regular meeting at McCarty
Hall Nov. 24, 1896. There were twenty
names entered on the roll. The officers
feel very much encouraged by so large a
membership and hope many other
names may be added. An interesting
program hes been arranged for the next
meeting, which will be held Friday
evening at 7 o'clock at McCarty Hall.
• *
E. M. Moss, Electrician.
The attention of our readers is direc-
ted to the advertisement of Mr. E. M.
Moss, electrician, appearing in another
column. Hopkiusville is no longer a
country town. It has reached that
point where it can properly support the
kind of establishment which Mr. Moss
conducts. There are no greater conven-
twee than houss.hold electrical supplies,
such as door tells, night calls, etc. Mr.
Moss is able agent for gas and combina-
tion fixtures. Give him a call. He will
please you.
The last formality in the election of
President and Vice-President of the
Uuited States is the registering and can-
vassing of the votes of the delegates to
the Electoral College. The methods
followed in doing this may be of inter-
est at this time. All of the Electors do
not, as may be supposed, meet at a given
time and place. But on the first Wed-
nesday in Decemb r the Electors chosen
in each State will meet at the State
capitals and will cast their ballots for
President and Vice-President. The re-
sult of that vote is certified in triplicate.
One of the copies is sent by mail to the
President of the United States Senate
at Washington; another is taken to
Washington in person by one of the
electors chosen for that duty and by him
delivered to the President of the Senate;
the third is placed in the hands of the
United States Judge of the district in
which the meeting is held. The send-
ing of two certificates to Washington—
one by messenger and one by mail—is
simply to provide against accident to
one or the other.
On the second Wednesday in Febru-
ary both Houses of Congress meet in
joint session in the ball of the Lower
House, the Vice-President, who is Pres-
ident of the Senate, occupying the
chair. The certificates from all the
States are opened and the vote of the
Electors of each State is made known.
A felt want is that gnawing at the
stomach after you have eaten a full
meal, and can't eat any more, and yet
there is that feeling as though you had
eaten nothing. What is wanted then is
dose of Simmons Liver Regulator, the
best Dyspepsia cure, for that is what
that gnat% ing means. "Simmons Liver
Regulator is all that is recommended
for IndigestionS,'—A. R. Dyche, Lon-
don, Ky.
SPANISH BRUTES.
Weyler Has Three Hunched
Women Butchered.
SOLDIERS' CONDUCT.
Before Being Butchered the Women and Girls
Were Criminally Assaulted.
[SPECIAL.TO NEW ERA;
Key Were, Fla., Nov. 30 --News of a
most terrible and shocking nature has
just reached this place from Havana.
The atrocities being committed or at
least that were committed last night
and this morning would not be believed
if the reports were not from sources
known to be entirely reliable.
Since Gen. Weyler left this city after
spending Thanksgiving day here he has
had or at any rate allowed his troops
to butcher three hundred helpless wo-
men and children—the wives, mothers
and daughters of the Cuban patriots
now in the field, and who were, there-
fore, entirely helpless and should have
escaped the sword of the brutal Span-
iard. But terrible to say, butchery, as
awful as it is, was by no means all—the
younger women and the girls
were criminally assaulted by
the soldiers, besides being subjected to
other brutal and barbarous treatment.
It is claimed by General Weyler's
friends in Havana that he is not to be
blamed, that he could not restrain the
soldiers, but the entire civilised world
knows Weyler better than that, knows
what a strict disciplinarian he is and
that he never failed to force obedience
when he desired to do so.
It is said that while Weyler did not
give the soldiers permission to crimi-
nally assault the women, he did order
the women to be butchered in hopes
that he might in that way bring the
Cuban patriots on their knees at his
feet, but if he thought that he little
knew the Cuban's nature—the Cuban is
made of sterner stuff than that,
and besides., the women are
willing to suffer whatever may be in
store for them without a murmur. It is
said that this is to be Weyler's program
in the future, as he says he cannot hope
to conquer the insurgents as long RA
their families remain to raise supplies
for them.
It is now high time for the United
States or some other civilized nation to
Interfere-for the sake of humanity.
THERE ARE OTHERS.




Republicans Trying to Iffect a PitS101,—
Second District Pelitice
The New ERA Saturday stated in the
telegraph columns that probably neither
Crumoaugh nor Franks will be Collec-
tor.
While his friends tell one that Col. E.
T. Franks, of Owensboro, says the
Louisville Post, will be the next Col-
lector in the Second district, there are
friends of men who are just as confident
that some one else will pluck this covet.
eel plum. The Hon. C. M. Barnett, of
Hartford, representative from Ohio
county, is an applicant for the Collec-
torship, and some of the shrewdest lead-
ers in Kentucky will wager most any-
thing in reason that Barnett gets this
bit of reward for his unceasing services
to his party. Speaking of the Franks-
Crumbaugh imbroglio, a Republican
said to the Evening Post:
"I feel aura that Mr. Barnett a ill be
the next Collector. This office went to
the Second district last time, and I
think 31essrs. Franks and Crumbaugh
are both wasting their time in trying to
have it. Barnett lives in the Fourth
district. He will have the support of
ex-Congressman John Lewis, who
stands close to McKinley, and he will
also receive the endorsement of Col.
Evans, I think. I also believe that Todd
will give him a big push toward the
goal. Barnett is a close friend of Brad-
ley, and that worthy will leave nothing
undone to get his favorite in office.
And say what you will, the governor is
going to be on the ground floor on pat-
ronage in Kentucky. Barnett has never
held office, except to be appointed a
storekeeper, and this will help him ever
so much.
"If you want to know what I think
the race will narrow down to before the
consideration of the claims of applicants
commences, I will tell you I think only
two applicants will stand any show.
They are Col. Barnett, who is easily
first, and Dr. Turner, of Bowling Green,
a hard working and popular Republican
who has not before asked for office."
A prominent Paducah politician told
a New ERA reporter it is a safe bet that
Die Turner, of Bowling Green will be
appointed Collector, and that Will Far-
ley, son of Capt. Ed Farley, of Paducah,
will be chief deputy. no matter who is
appointed.
Hon. J. F. Dempsey, of Madisonville,
is tipped for a Congressional candidate.
With McClain, Allen and Branaford it
makes the tight a four cornered one.
Colonel J. D. Powers is the collector
of Internal Revenue at Owensboro. His
salary is $4,500 a year and he was ap-
pointed to office uuder a Democratic ad-
ministration; yet, according to the Ow-
ensboro Messenger, it seems that he
voted for McKinley.Powers is a member
of that coterie of Pendennis Club 1:air-
crew; who think the sun rises and sets
in Carlisle's back yard, and who feels it
their duty to sneeze when they think
he has taken snuff. Hence this thus
The Republicans propose to take a
hand in the fusion business over in
Hopkins county. The story of thts ef-
fort is thus told by the Madisonville
Mail:
"After reviling the Democrats in ev-
ery way and applying to them the name
of •Poisocrats,' as the worst stigma
which they could apply to them, the
Republicans now come to theyop" alias
with overtures of peace and want to
fuse with them in the coming county
election.
-Leading Republicans have been very
busy the past few days talking to the
Populists and every one supposed to
have any influence has been approach-
ed with propositions looking to a fusion.
One Populist has been approached by at
least five different Republicau.s
-The Republicans tell them they
have always felt so kindly toward the
Populists, and now if they will combine
forces the Republicans will throw their
votes to them for any of the county of-
fices the Populists want—will give them
all the offices, in fart. This is to be
done, not from any selfish motive, they
insist, but out of pure tote for the dear
Populist and hatred for the d—n Dem-
ocrata—Popocrats.
"But there is a 'nigger in the wood
pile.' It savors very much of a scheme
to re-elect the Hon. Clifton J. Pratt cir-
cuit judge and elect some other good
Republican brother commonwealth's at-
torney."
Ex-Gov. David R. Francis, now Sec-
retary of the Interior, fears a revolution
before the end of the present century
unless the growing influence of wealth
is checked-by legielatene and that his
fears are hot entirely groundless will
be recognized by all thoughtful citizens.
In reply to a letter of invitation from a
party of gold men who held a banquet
in Kansas City, Mo., a few nights ago,
Secretary Francis sent a letter of re-
gret, in which was the following para-
graph : "If some legislation is not en-
acted to check the growing influence of
wealth and to circumscribe the powers
of trusts and monopolies, there will be
an uprising of the people before the
close of the century which will endan-
ger our very institutions." This is true,
but the uprising of the people will not
be to bear arms, but to east ballots in
the election of 1900 and in that way
drive from power the men and party
that have brought ruin upon the coun-
try for their own personal gain. Be-
lieving as Secretary Francis shows in
his letter he does, what excuse has he
to offer the people for having assisted
at the late election in maintaining in
power the plutocrat' who brought about
the very state of affairs which he says
will bring about an uprising of the peo-
ple before the close of the century? If
he saw the situation then as he lees it
now, he is a public enemy for using his
influence at the polls to perpetuate it,
and is not fit for even Cleveland's
Cabinet.
The Grandest Remedy.
Mr. R. B. Greeve, merchant, of Chit-
bowie, Va., certifies that he had con-
sumption, was given up to die, sought
all medical treatment that money could
procure, tried all cough remedies he
could hear of, but got no relief; spent
many nights sitting up in a chair: Was
induced to try Dr. King's New Discov-
ery, and was. cured by use of two bot-
tles. For past three years he has been
attendinF to business, and says Dr.
King's New Discovery is the grandest
remedy ever made, as it has done too
much for him and also for others in his
community. Dr. King's New Disoov-
ery is guaranteed for coughs, colds and
consumption. It don't fail. Trial bot-
tles free at R. 0. Hardwick's drug
NOT*.
UNPROVOKED MURDER.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Sharpsburg, Ky., Nov.—One of the
most unprovoked murders that ever
shocked the people of Booth county oc-
curred here last night, and as a result
Toni Ciihboba, a popular young man. is
lying cold in death.
Last night Mr. Gibbons gave a
Thanktgiving (lance at hi. home anti
all hia neighbors were proem.. In the
midst of the feetivities, John elharp,
Monthsl of ilharpintrg, shut anti Instant
iy tills I the host of the entertainmeta.
tie one has been able to attribute any
cause for the murder.
Sharp made his escape. Excitement
is running high and if the Marshal is
caught he'may be lynched.
BOLD ROBBERY.
flOCCIAL TO NEW ERA]
Owensboro, Ky., Nov. 28.—A bold
robbery was perpetrated in this city last
night.
Sterling Price's well-known young
man, was found bound and gaged, at a
late hour, in a coal office in which
was employed as clerk.
When he was released he ettplained
that he had been seized from behind,
just as he was getting ready to lock up
the place, by unknown persons and that
before he could call ,for help a gag was
thrust in his month and he was tightly
tied to his chair.
The office was then ransacked by the
burglars. • Twelve dollars was taken
from a safe in the room.
Price could not see the robbers, and
the police have no clue that leads to
their capture.
GLAD CLERKS.
[sterol ee Ti) NEW ERA]
Washington, D. C., Nov. 27.—Presi-
dent-elect McKinley, will, it is said on
excellent authority, vigorously urge
civil service enforcement. IL is claimed
that already there are as many Repub
beans as Democrats holding office nnder
the present Administration. Theca
Democrats are, of course, greatly de-
lighted at the prospect of holding their
jobs.
THE MESSAGE.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Washington, D. C., Nov. 28.—The
message to Congress, upon which Pnes-
ident Cleveland has been steadily work-
ing for several weeks, has been com-
pleted.
It will be read soon to the Cabinet.
It is predicted that the nuesage will
be in the nature of a valedictory.
Those who are in a position to know
intimate that no recommendations re-
garding Cuba will be made.
It is probable that increased duties
on tea and tax on beer will be suggested.
THE COLLECTORSHIP.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Louisville, Ky., Nov. 28.—The Second
district collectorship plum will not be
gobbled up by eitheeMajor S. R. Crum-
braugh, of Hopkinsville, or Col. E. T.
Franks, of Owensboro.
Political leaders here assert that the
next Collector will be either Dr. Turner,
of Bowling Green, or Hon. C. M. Bar-
nett, of Hartford.
TO START A PAPER.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA j
Louisville, Ky., Nov. 28.—An effort
was made to-day by the silver men to
raise enough money to start a daily
newspaper.
It is probable that they will succeed in
the attempt as the need for such a paper
is great.
INCENDIARIES
Cot in Their Work at Madi-
sonville This Morning.
CONSIDERABLE LOSS.
The Angry Flames Extinguished After Quite a
Hard and Exciting Fight
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA!
Madisonville, Ky., Nov. 30.—This
thriving little city was visited by the
fire fiend at an early hour this morning,
and though the actual loss from proper-
ty destroyed is not se very large, yet a
good deal of stuff—such as goods, furni-*
tare, &c., &c., was damaged by being
moved.
At an early hour this morning the
people of the town were aroused from
their slumbers by the fire alarm and
everybody turned out to see W here the
fire was. The first seen of it was
at Murphy's millinery store, where the
flames had already buret through the
front part of the establishment. It was
seen to be too late twe ,any of the
contents of that store, en the effort of
the fire brigade were directed towards
saving Ilardman'e photograph gallery
and Long's bakery, which adjoin the
Murphy ssore, but all the work availed
nothing and soon all three of those es-
tablishments were in ashes The at-
tention of the workers was then direct-
ed to the surrounding buildings and by
hard work the fire was extinguished be-
fore any except the three places above
mentioned were burned.
The fire was the work of incendiaries,
as there had been no tires in any of
these places yesterday.
A LUCKY "NIGGER."
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Baltimore, Md., Nov. 80. — Peter
Shaffer, a planter of Frederick ceunty,
Md., who died recently, left most of his
fortune of *150,000 to James Wesley
Dorsey, colored, who once belonged to
Mr. Shaffer. It is tutid that the colored
man /leveret years ago saved Mr. Shaf-
fer's life.
An Imporutot 1)i,(-renee.
To make it apparent to thousands,
who think themselves ill, that they are
not afflicted with any disease, but that
the system simply needs cleensing, is to
bring comfort home to their hearts, as a
costive condition is easily cured by us
ing Syrqp of Figs. Manufactured by
the California Fig Syrup Company only,
and laid by all druggists.
DISMAY SPREAD




It is Said That the laseraeM Facet are Itee
Is Very Desperate anent
Key West, Fla., Nov lu —A dispatch
received from the city of Havant Gays
prominent merchants of Pima de Rio
confirm the report to the effect that An-
tonio Maoeo's, situation is desperate
His forces, they say, are half-risked and
are compelled to wander centincully
without rest. They are badly nourished
and many of the whites in his command
have consumption. Maceo's encamp-
ments are said to be like hospitals Many
of the negrocs, it is alleged, are pale
and thin, and fever, dyssentery and
smallpox are causing great mortality..
Maceo's men are reported to be in a
condition of great fatigue and their em-
thusiasm is dying out, the prospect of
Gen. Weyler's invasion causing dismay
as to the adhesion of the inhabitants to
the cause. The chiefs murmur and the
hopes of viAory are turned into certain.
ty of complete destruction of the forces.
These merchants add that Gen. Wey•
ler is expected to deal a mortal blow to
the revolution in Pinar del Rio by the
end of the year by good and intelligent
direction.
Several well known insurgent leaden
have dynamited a military train tuning
along the troche from Jame° to Marion
on the Western portion of Puerto Prla-
cipe. Several cars were smashed and
the insurgents then attacked an imp-
plated car in which was the train's es-
cort of twenty-five men and officers and
an official of the railway. Col Arminati
arriving upon the scene the insurgents
retreated, leaving eight killed and car-
rying off their wounded. The military
escort of the train has one officer and
eight soldiers wounded and two killed.
A telegraph lineman was also wounded.
The details of the story of. the youth.
Vouch, who alleges that Maceo is using
his prisoners like mules,, as beasts of
burden, is that twelve of these prison-
er; were drowned while wading a river.
The insurgent leader Lopez Colorna,
who first raised the cry of revolt in the
province of Matanzas and who was men-
tenced_to death by court-martial for the
crime of rebellion, homicide and horse
theft, was shot on Thursday, thousands
of people witnessing the execution.
Private advices from Artemisa, pro-
vince of Pinaralel Rio, say that on Nov.
It; Maceo was in camp near Consolation
del Norte.
Last night a dance was given at the
theater for the benefit of the Red Cross
Society fund. The best society of Ha-
vana was present, and the large home
was obliged to close its doors in order
to avoid a catastrophe.
A youth named Touch, 15 years old,
who has been Maceo's prisoner for
thirty-fiveLdays, has escaped and come
to Havana, where he assures the au-
thorities that he and three hundred
other persons were tied elbrne to elbow
and made to serve like mules in Memo.'
camp carrying bags loaded with cart-
ridges from rear to front. It is impossi-
ble to secure confirmation of this arr.
tion from any reliable source.
The intendant has dictated rules to
the custom-house employes designed to
prevent the exportation of any kind of
leaf tobacco from any port in the pro-
vinces of Matauzas, Santa Clara. Puerto
Principe and Santiago de Cuba.
Wanted
To borrow one or three thousand
dollars on good real estate dud other
good security, for term of years. Ad-
dress, Lock Box 61. d4tWU
TALK REVIVED.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Washington, D. C. Nov. 88.—A great
deal of talk is being indulged in con-
cerning the possible annexation of :Ha-
waii.
A bill to this effect is certain to be in-
troduced shortly after congress assem-
bles. It is believed that President-elect
McKinley favors the annexation
scheme.
GOV. BRADLEY TALKS.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA'
Lexington, Ky., Nov.,80.—In an in-
terview here last night, Gov. Bradley
said he knew nothing about an extra
session of the Legislature, and that be
was not a candidate for United States
Senator. Further than this he declin-
ed to say.
BURNED TO A CRISP.
ESPECIAL TO NEW,ICRA
Bowling Green. Ky., NOV. 30.—The
two-year-old child of Dr. J. T. Rogers,
a well-known physician of this city,
was so severely burned this morning
that it died a few moments after the sad
accident occurred. The child was
standing in front of the fire-place, and
getting too near, its dress became igni-
ted, and before any one got into the
room the little one was burned almom
to a crisp. The child was exceedingly
bright and smart for its age.
The following from an exchangeie
such an excellent piece of advice that if
followed, will bring business and pros-
perity to all.
Quit talking hard times, Quit moan-
ing about close collections. gait sten&
iuog off the many you owe, when he
comes after what is due him. Loosen
up on that job work you were going to
have done "after the election." Make
those purchases that you promised your-
self to make at the same time.
In short, start things off with a boom.
Meet your brother business man on the
street with a smile, and say that %Maga
are booming—that you are buy—that
the outlook is fine. In two days you'll
find it so, and so will those you an.e.t
and greet. This world is exactly a hat
you made it and you can make it either
one of brightness and anticipation or
doubt and dark despair.
With the election settled there al no
reason why this country ebould reent
once take up its old time swing of prep-
perity. Business should revive end
money crone forth for incestaiei t hi
this work each and every one c.sn 8-41.
Talk prosperous and good tl.it:e-.
Look prosperous and happy mei on'n
be surprised to Bee how -fast meta.
giou spreads. It's a good ti. . xtati
the new deal—right airily.
...•••••-•.•••
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In the contest for the Indiana Sena•
torship between Railroad President
McKeen and Railroad Solicitor Fair-
banks it is.very hard to see where the
people come it.
. And Hanna intends to continue the
campaign of education until after No-
vember 1900, but the:money will not be-
.- to circulate until about August or
et ptember 1900.
Now that the campaign in over the
bolting Democrats have no excuse for
maintaining their oreenization-that is,
if the reasons thee se - for organizing
were true, but It es • • that they were
not.
Hanna mleet buy a dozen Presiden-
cies for Ms e ....ey and that would not
make the ii-etle of high protection as
big a man as Thomas Brackett Reed. of
Maine. Nature made Reed a big man,
while it took all the trusts and com-
bines in the country to make McKinley
even appear like one.
It is a great slam on the Southers Re-
publicans when it is announced that
one of their prominent men is to be
placed in McKinley's Cabinet-and in
tn- next breath it is decee- -- . :at either
Henry Clay F. 7 ant, of Tenne-eee or the
nowt-tone Pew se Clayton is ',.0 be the
man. The le.,!pu ,ican party has about
reached the bottom when it can find no
better men than Beans and Clayton for
Cabinet offices.
It exist the Duchess of Marlborough
Veer, ' 'I) to entertain the Prince of Wales
eis• -s-k. But then that's a email at
* .,mpared to the price that the paid
'tie, with a a delicate twenty
e sld boy thrown in. Consuelo
:,,ieret. could bare gotten a dozen
•7: .. •1 A ilier,ar) a 20 ' AildS for what she
seed for V er,eurecee, who but for his
title w. .1 never have been noticed by
the Vanderbilt family.
Hanna is laying big plans for captnr
jug the Presidency again in 1900, but he
will find that money will not win all
the time, that the people cannot always
be deceived. By 1900 the suffering of
the mamas of the people from Republi
can abuses will be so great that all the
money thatHannis and all the plutocrats
can rake and scrape together will not
buy their votes-that is enough of them
to re-elect McKinley to the Presidency.
All during the recent campaign it was
prediezed--in fact, it was known by
everybody-that the election of McKin-
ley would be followed by a strengthen-
ing of the trans now existing and the
organization of new ones. end already
this sort of business has -sae..., A few
days ago the Ohio Iron W !eta, at Zanes-
ville, 0., which belongs to the Iron
trust, was closed down. The trust is
operating all ()es, e.• s. and its obe, r
is to abut down - -eels to decrea.se
the supply, ,s ,r!. e: ...i: k et and force
up prices e, .,e•-r. ,..•
1
Rumor now has it that Mr. McKinley .
is thinking seriously of offering the
State portfolio to ex-Senator Edmunds,
who represented Vermont in the Senate
for so many years, but who now resides
in Philadelphia. Mr. Edmunde is an
able man and one who has a head of his
own, and for that reason it is not at all
probable that Hanna would allow Mc-
Kinley to think of such a thing for a
moment, as he does not want any man
in the Ce: !net whce.wouki not be abso-
lutely sir eereeent to him. No, it is not
likely the; - -, ee• will be any able men
in McKie.•-, - ':et.
It is to be :.• -Jed that the report that
Senator Sher in is to be given the
Treasury pole:- .io is true-anything to
b. delevered nom such a fellow saMark
Hanna at the head of the nation's trees-
Dry. The scheme of giving Sherman
he Cabinet place and having Hanna
eppointed to fill the vacancy caused in
the Senate by Sherman's resignation
seems to be a very good scheme, but
'here is a slight hitch in the arrange-
neat, as Gov. Bushnell, of Ohio, has
pet to be placated in some way. Bush-
oell does not like Banns and it is fear-
al might refuse to appoint him, but it
* ,s'- *,-, 4s7 he can be easily brought
as decides that he would
either be Senator than Secretary of the
ereasury.
Anticipating the high tariff that is to
enne when McKinley gets into power,
i new trust h:t.. ..'-.,.7.-- the field and
will try to corner ele market. The lock
nanafactarers of theUnited States have
iooled their concerns. The new trust
a composed of all the leading lock man.
ifacturere of the country. It is to be
loped that this and all other traits will
ro the way the wire nail cruet went a
.ew days ego. The wire nail men had
windled the public so long that they
rot to swindling each other-merely
tom force of habit-and the concern
rent to pieces, and at once the people
iecame the gainers. Wire nails that
tad been selling in Chicago at $3.96 per
;eg were selling at $1 83 the day after
he trust was dissolved and each factory
brew its stock upon the market, which
n11 have the effect of causing a still
rester reduction in prices.
$100 Cellars Reward $100.
The readers of this paper will be
leased to learn that there is at least one
reacted dimmer!, that science has been
ble to cure In all its stages, and that is
;atarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure is the
nly positive cure known to the medical
rateruity. Catarrh being a constitu-
iona/ disease, requires a constitutional
reatment. Hall's Catarrh Cure it; taken
eternelly, acting directly upon the
lood and mucous surfaces of the eye-
em, thereby destroying the foundation
C
ii
of the disease, and giving the patient
strength by building up the constitu-
tion and twisting nature in doing its
work. The proprietors have so much
faith in its curative powers, that they
offer One Hundred Dollar; for any case
that it fails to cure. Send for Ina of
Testimonials.
Address. F J. ORKNEY it CO.,
Toledo, 0.
Sold by Drustsrietn, 75e-
7akaiI7 Pills are she bask
THE PRESIDENTIAL VOTE.
While the official vote in the recent
Presidential election will not be official-
ly counted until January, yet the fell
vote is known to have been 13,655,195 or
1.582,224 more than were cast at the
election of l92, an increase of 13 per
cent. The total vote for each candidate
was: McKinley, ,0613,102;7 Bryan, 6,-
344,40 ; Palmer, 132,583; Levering. 104,-
427; Bentley, 10,678; Matchett, 9,9-12;
making McKinley's plurality 708,639,
which is considerably less than the mil-
lion and a half that his frieds were
claimieee Considering the vote polled
Cleveland's plurality of 382,000 over
Harrison in 1892 is nearly twice as
great as McKinley's plurality over Bry-
an-so it will be seen that the Republi-
cans after all have very little to brag
about-in fact, nothing, because they
spent millions of dollars and bought at
least one-fourth of all the votes they
polled. It is these very figures that
have made Hanna conclude to establish
a permanent campaign bureau at Wash-
ington. Hanna's no sardine-and he's
about the only prominent one of Mc-
Kinley's friends who has not been do-
ing any blowing about the result-he
realizes better than most anybody that
there is nothing to blow about. It will
be seen „from the above that the vote
cast for McKinley excludes the vote cast
for all the other candidates by 583,592.
_ 
The ex-slaves in the South have been
"whereasing" in a convention held at
Birmingham, Ala. They want a lot of
ncleSam's money, and as they voted for
Mr. McKinley they think they ought to
have it. While their claims are absurd
they are about as reasonable as a bulk
of the pension claims allowed by Repub-
lican majorities in Congress. They de-
clare that "whereas the negroes labored
to develop the resources of this country
without pay, and whereas, many un-
known negro soldiers who were killed
received no pay from the government;
and whereas, millions of ex-slaves and
the descendants of slaves are in destitute
circumstances; and whereas, it is a
precedent established by the patriots of
this country to relieve its distressed citi-
zens, all negroes should organize and
demand pensions for their distressed
brethren." It would afford theRepubli-
can party a good excuse to continue a
high tariff if it were to pen-ion all ne-
groes, which would just suit the pro-
tected manufacturers of the North and
Emit, as they would thereby be enabled
to rob the people longer. As a matter
of course, such &proposition will not for
a moment be entertained by Congress,
but the fact of its being made shows
what sort of an impression the paternal-
istic spirit of the Republican party has
made upon the most ignorant chess of
people in the country, and shouldsserve
as a warning to the Republicans to go
slow arthe direction of paternalism.
_
All good and thoughtful citizens of this
country will be glad to know that Sec-
retary of War Lamont in his annual re-
port to be sent to Congress next month
does not recommend the increase of the
United States army to 70,000 men, as
Gen. Nelson A. Miles declares "the wel-
fare and safety of the country de-
mands." All the need that we have for
an enny is to do police duty and to be a
nucleus around which to form an im-
mense volunteer anny in case of a for.
sign war, and for those purpose, the
27,000 men and officers now composing
our army are sufficient. The safety and
perpetuity of our institutions are in the
hands of the people-not in the hands
of our standing army. We do not want
any large body of idlers doing nothing
but consuming the substance of the peo-
ple, and standing as a menace to good
government, as is the case all over Eu-
rope. To-day every nation in Europe
with the exception of Great Britain is
completely at the mercy of its tremen-
dous standing army, which the people
are taxed almost to death to support.
No, we want no more than we have
now,-all the protection that we need
can be had by educating the people.
The negroes in their ex-slaves conven-
tion at Birmingham declared that the
negro had labored to develop the re-
sources of. this country without pay.
That's absurd-for as slaves they got
everything they needed, which is not
now the case by any means. They were
a gr-sr '• rt to the white people of
the ee, A no were in reality more
grea: y betiefitted by the emancipation
act than were the negroes. As slaves
nine-tenths of the negroes Were far bet-
ter off than they have ever been since
they were given their freedom, and the
honest, ''old- time" negro does not hes-
itate to say so.
And now some of the Republicans
Ss e • it up a row because Thos. B.
eeeed right through Canton a
few days ago and failed to stop. Reed
was right. He does not like McKinley,
and he did not care to play the hypo-
crite. Reed is not the kind of hair-pin
to chase ;himself around after a man
simply because the man has friends
rich enough and unscrupulous enough
to 'buy the Presidency for him. Reed
may himself get the Presidency some
day, but if he does, it will not be bought
for him.
The bonds that were sold to the Mor-
gan syndicate at 104,2 are now worth in
the open market 120. They were worth
about that price when they were said
for so much less. Comment seems to be
superfluous.
'Senator-elect McEnery, of Louisiana,
is in favor of annexing Cuba to the
United States, and when he gets to
Washington he will find that he has
plenty of distinguished company. Cuba
ought to have been annexed many years
ago, and for the past fifty years or more
some of the ablest public men that this
country has ever produced have advo-
cated annexation and spent years in ef-
forts to bring it about. The first thing
to be done now, however, is to free Cuba
from the Spanish yoke-and then there
will be a plenty of time to talk about
annexation When Congress meets
Tuesday week the first bill it passes
ought to be one for the relief of Cuba.
Gladness Comes
With a better understanding of the
v w transient nature of the many phys-
ical ills, which vanish before proper ef-
forts-gentle efforts-pleasant efforts-
rightly directed. There is comfort in
the knowledge, that so many forms or
sickness are not due to any actual dis-
ease, but simply to a constipated condi-
tion of the system, which the pleasant
family laxative, Syrup of Figs. prompt-
ly removes. That is why it is the only
remedy with millionsof families, and is
everywhere esteemed so highly by all
who value good health. Its beaeficial
effects are due to the fact, that it is the
one remedy wlech promotes internal
cleanliness without debilitating the
organs on which it. acts. It is therefore
all important, in order to ne its bene-
ficial effects, to note when you pur-
chase, that you have the genuine arti-
cle. which is manufactured by the Cali-
fornia Fig Syrup Co. only and sold by
all reputable drupelets.
If in the enjovnaent of greet health,
and the system is regular, laxatives or
other remedies are then not needed. If
afflicted with any actsial disease one
may be cammended to the most FacieSul
physiciann, but if in need of a laxative,
one should have toe beer, and with the
well-informed everywhere, Syrup of
Pigs stands highest and is most largely
OW and gives most general satiolactioa.
NIGLECT OF DUTY.
The Federal Government spends
thousands upon thousands of dollars
hunting down poor fellows in the
mountains of Kentucky for making
two or three barrels of moonshine whis-
ky that hurts nobody on earth except
the fellows who drink it, while it allows
the trusts to operate in open violation
of the anti-trust law and rob almost
every man, woman and child in the
oouutry. The reason of that is that the
mooushinere are poor and do not amount
to anything in politics, while the trusts
can elect or defeat candedates for even
, as high an office as the Presidency it-
self. The moonshiners are too poor to
pay for protection-or rather immunity
! from prosecution, while the organizers
!and owners of trusts are able to pay any
price that Federal officials may see fit
to demand of them. There is no law in
I the statutes of the United States that is
plainer than the law against trusts, yet
not an effort is made to enforce it, al-
though it is daily violated iu almost
every State in the Union, and the men
who violate it are well-known to every-
body-many of them being men of na-
tional prominence-awl could be easily
arrested and prosecuted-and they
would be arrested and prodecuted if
Grover. Cleveland and his Attorney-
General, Harmon, would pay any at-
tention to the oath that they took when
they entered the offices they now occu-
py, but do not till. The Pres.dent and
the Attorney-General both took an oath
that they would do all in their power to
enforce all the laws of the United
States, yet, in spite of that, not a single
attempt has ever been made by either
of them to break uPthetrusts,something
that could be very easily done if the
officers of theGovernmeut really wanted
to do it-if they did not 'stand in with"
the men who are violating the law.
If a few of the millionaires at the
head of the trusts that are robbing the
people should be, arrested and put in the
penitentiary, as the law directs, trusts
would very soon be things of the past,
they would be much more rapidly dis-
solved than they were created. This
matter is sufficiently grave to warrant
the impeachment of Cleveland and Har-
mon, as everybody in the United States
is being daily robbed on account of the
failure of those officials to discharge
their sworn duty. When G'ougrear con-
vents it OUGHT to turn its attention to
this matter, but of course it will not, be-
cause the Republican majority does not
want to do anything that would embar-
rass their incoming President, who,
more than any other one man in the
country, is responsible for the existence
of these unlawful organization of capi-
talists-his tariff law having made such
organization profitables. It is a pity that
there is no way to force Cleveland and
Harmon to do their sworn duty.
ANOTHER "SON RUSSELL."
McKinley's consin, Wm. McKinley
Osborne, is doing a great deal of talk-
ing. He evidently intends to be a sec-
ond "son Russell" Osborne is the man
who made Senator Quay mad during
the late campaign by telling the Penn-
sylvanian that he need not take any
part in the campaign if he did not feel
like it, because -Cousin William" could
be elected without his aid. During the
campaign he was the Se.retary of the
Executive Committee of Hanna's Na-
tional Committee, and it is said that he
made himself very unpopular by his of-
ficiousness, especially by keeping too
close a tab on the one and two cent
stamps. He was at one time a Police
Commissioner of Boston, bat Gov. Wm.
E. Russell removed him from office on
account of some scaley work. It is to be
hoped that the country is not to hear as
mach of him as did of "eon Russell"-
for that would be nauseating in the ex-
treme.
The New York Police Commissioners
like to see people read newspapers, be-
lieving it to be very improving. A few
days ago a policeman seen reading a
paper while on duty was discharged.
The Commissioners not desiring to in-
te.rfere with his education by making
him look out for law-breakers relieved
him from duty so that he would have a
plenty of time in which to read without
being interrupted by people who might
be paying him to do something else.
Teddy Roosevelt is a very considerate
MAR.
The recent action of the Sugar Trust
in reorganizing a Baltimore company to
prevent It from operating its refinery
was in violation of the law, and if the
Federal Department of Justice was
what it ought to be, every member of
the Sugar Trust would have been put in
the penitentiary, as the anti-trust law
directs. The Department of Justice has
been a farce under the present Admin-
istration-first Richard Olney, the at-
torney for the Whisky Trust, being At-
torney General, and now Harmon, of
Cincinnati.
These are very busy days for the gen-
tlemen with well-developed guessing
apparatus. Some of them have already
annexed Hawaii, others have annexed
Cuba, while still others have made
dozens of different Cabinets. A ft,er Mc-
Kinley's inauguration and the an-
nouncement of his Cabinet and his poli-
cy. these gentlemen will get a much-
needed rest-and so will the puLlic
Such an era of trusts and copal ines ea
we will have during McKinley's Ad-
ministration has never yet been seen in
this country. Already a number of
concerns are preparing to organize,
while, several have already done so.
Long before the end of McKinley's
term hundreds of thousands of men
who voted for him will be kicking them-
selves for having done SO
Hanna knows nothing of the 'sightr
politics or of the moral and intellectual
influences which move the people.
Without money he could not carry his
own precinct. The only thing he does
know in politics is boodle, boodle,
boodle! And no Cabinet can represent
him or his methods without being a
boodle Cabinet.
Senator Foraker visits McKinley and
Hanna atid finds the G. 0. P. harmony
so 'perfect that politics in Ohio must
seem like one grand sweet song to him
these bright wintry days. But he does
not strike the Sherman string at all.
That note might prove surprisingly dis-
sonant, and so it is left wisely out of
the trichord.
Cabinet-building presents to Major
McKinley a very perplexing problem in
mathematics. H. is trying to divide
eight by about 2.50 without resorting to
fractions. When he has solved the
problem be will announce the result to
the country, but not before March 4th.
The "bulls" in Wall street since the
election seem to be eating bulls. Some-
body ought to stir them up. Their in-
activity is a little strange in view of
their anti-election claims that every-
body would be so very prosperous if Mc-
Kinley defeated Bryan.
'SENDS A
Sometimes 'it seems to weary woman
that she must certainly give up. The
simplest and easiest work becomes an
almost insurmountable task. Nervous-
ness, sleeplessness and pain harrass her
and life seems hardly worth the living.
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription was
made for her. Dr Pierce's Golden Med-
ical Discovery was made for her. The
former is for ills distinctly feminine,
the other for her general system. To-
gether they supply a scientific and sac-
ceseful course of treatment. The "Fa-
vorite Prescription" restores healthy,
regular action of the organs distinctly
feminine. It forces out all impurities.
strengthens tne tissues, inflame-
ton. The -Golden Medical Discovery"
makes appetite, helps digestion, pro-
motes assimilation, fills out the holows
in cheeks and neck with good solid flesh
and brings back the gladsome glow of
girlhood.
Send 21 cents in one-cent stamps to
World's Dispensary Medical Association,
Buffalo, N Y.. and receive Dr. Pierce's





Jim Corbett Wants to Fight The Bes Remrdy in the Wm Id
Sharkey to a Finish. -it Makes ?tole Well
DYNAMITE EXPLODES.
Mrs. Watkins Northington is Much Worse. and
It is Now Feared that She Can not
Recover.
OTHER IMPORTANT ITEMS OF INTEREST.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA )
New York, Dec. 3.-Jim Corbett an-
nounced several days ago that when the
Fitzeimmons-Sharkey fight was over he
would challenge the victor in that mill,
so this morning when it was aenounced
that Sharkey had been declared the
winner, Corbett at once wired him a
challenge, but as yet no reply has been
received, as Sharkey is still confined to
his room by the injuries that he receiv-
at the hands of Bob Fitzsimmons. Cor-
bett is, doubtless, very glad that Fitz-
simmons foaled Sharkey, thereby giv-
ing Sharkey the fight, as it is thought
that he would by far prefer to fight the
latter, whom he knows is not by any
means Fitzsimmons' equal Corbett
fought Sharkey once and came very
near being done up by him. Corbett
has never been very anxious to fight
Fitzsimmons, and it is claimed by many
spoiling men that if Fitz had won last
night Corbett would not have challeng-
ed him, but Corbett's friends deny that
and say that he is not afraid to fight
any man on earth. It it; not probable
that Corbett will have much trouble in
whipping Sharkey, and that is why be
is SO glad that Sharkey won instead of
Fitzsimmons.
A FATAL EXPLOSION.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Owensboro, Ky., Dec. 3.-There was
an explosion of dynamite in this city
this morning and as a result one man
was killed outright and another was
very seriously, and possibly fatally in-
jured. The men were preparing for a
blast when the stuff exploded prema-
turely.
MRS. NORTHINGTON.
[SPECIAL TO NEW Keel
Guthrie, Ky., Dec. 3.-Mrs. Watkins
Northington, who was accidently shot
by her husband on Tuesday night last,
is mach worse this afternoon and it is
feared that there is no hope for her re-
covery. The ball is found to have rang-
ed around her back, to have been turn-
ed in its course by something so that it
entered her bowels Dr. Dixie Doug.
lase, of Nashville, 'Tenn., has been tele-
graphed for, and an operation will be
performed to-night, and her life dep-nds
in a great measure on her ability to
stand that operation. Her Husband is
nearly crazed with grief over th sad
accident.
, A DECISION TO-MORROW.
temecteL TO NEW Lae]
Frankfort, Ky., Dec. 3 -The Conn of
Appeals heard the arguments in behalf
and against Seott Jackson and Alonzo
Walling-the men convicted at Newport
of the nthriler of Pearl Bryan, of Green-
castle, Ind.-a few days ago, aud has
since had the cases under consideration.
It is said that an Opinion will be ren-
dered to-morrow.
A SALE ORDERED.
Isexcleh TO NEW Ras)
Louisville, Dec. S.-Judge Barr has
ordered a sale of the Kentucky and In-
diana bridge property, including the
street-railway system of New Albany,
all prorerty of the New Albany Belt
and the Terminal railway, and ap-
proaches of the bridge in this city. The
order is the result of an action brought
by the holders of the first-mortgage
bonds. The property affected is valued
at about $3,000,000.
BLOOD VESSEL BURST.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA)
New York, Dec. 3.-A telegram from
Australia to the parents of Sadie Mc-
Donald, says the actress' death was
caused by a blood vessel in the head
bursting, and a severe spinal in_ury.
Efforts will be made to have the be- y
brought to America.
Died Suddenly.
Wednesday, the 11 years-old son of
E. B. Warder, a farmer who lives in
the Antioch neighborhood, died rom a
lung trouble, and was buried yesterday.
The boy was in Hopkinsville Tut sday
in apparently good health.
There is one true specific for disease,'
arising from impure blood and a debili-
tates' nervous system, arid that Is Paine s
celery compound, so generally prescribed
by physieiaris. It is probably the most
remarkable remedy that the stientific
research of this country has produced
Prof. Edward E. Phelps, M. D., LLD,
of Dartmouth college, first prescribed
e hat is now known the world over
as Pinnee4 celery compound a posi-
tive cure for dyspepsia, biliousness. 11 er-
etenplaint, neuralgia. rheumatism, all
nervous diseases and kidney trouble*
For the latter Paine's celery compound
hay succeeded again and ag iin where
everything else has failed.
A WOMAN STABS ANOTHER.
[SPECIAL TO NEW IRA]
Paintsville, Ky., Dec. 3.-This town
4greatly stirred up over a fight that
occurred at Salyersville this morning
between two well-to-do women. Mrs
Jack Arnett, of this place, accused Mrs.
Pqckett, of Selyersville, of slandering
her, too this morning she went there to
see her about the matter-taking a knife
with her. When she met Mrs. Puckett she
charged the slanderous reports that she
had heard to her, and Mrs. Puckett de-
nied having been the author of them.
The women quarrelled some time and
thou ' suddenly rushing toward
each other, they clinched,
and as they did no Mrs. Arnett stuck her
knife into Mrs. Puckett, who cried out
that she was cut, and then sank to the
ground. The woman is very seriously
wounded, but it is thought that she may
recover.
AN ICE GORGE,
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Chippewa Falls, Wis., Dec 3.-All
hope is gone.
It is conceded that the city's fate is
sealed.
The water is now thirty-two feet
above low water mark and rising rapid.
ly.
Efforts to break the ice gorge have
ceased.
Intense excitement prevails.
10-night will be a terrible one for the
panic-stricken people.
It is thought that some time during
the night the river will be forced into
the town.
Much loss of life and suffering will
probably follow.
To add to the horrors the electric light
plant has been flooded and the city will
be in total darkness.
TOWN SEEMS DOOMED.
Chippewa Falls, Wis., Dec. S.-Anx-
iety fills evtry heart in this place, for
the ice gorge above the city is growing
larger and more formidable every hoar.
Should it break, the pent-up waters be-
hind it would sweep the village from
the earth. Enough water is escaping to
drive the reeideets to higher ground.
Inch by inch the 'relentless flood is
crawling up, and there has been a gen-
eral scramble to remove household goods
and merchandise to places of compara-
tive safety.
The most stubborn resistance offered
by the obstruction is that portion of the
river oetween the wagon bridge and the
Central railroad bridge, about half a
mile in length. The gorge continues to
grow in extent. It is over five miles
long and in some places 30 to 50 feet
high. It completely dams the river, and
this is what is causing the rapid rise of
the river here. The heavy rains of last
week were followed by a sudden freeze,
which quickly massed the floating ice in
the Chippewa, and the swiftly running
cunient continually added to it until it
reached its present gigantic proportions.
Below here the Chippewa is falling.
NOT A SURPRISE.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ER A]
Chicago, Dec. 8.-A special to the
Times-Herald from Canton says that
Mr McKinley has tendered the Treas-
ury portfolio to Mark Hanna, and that
air. Hanna has the matter under advise-
ment.
Church Services.
The Lord's supper will be administer-
ed at the Ninth Street Presbyterian
church next Sunday. Preparatory ser-
vices will be held at the lecture room
this evening at 7 o'clock. The pub-
lic is coreially invited to all the services.
FREE
BUTTONS!
AN ELEGANT BUTTON FREE
with each package of
SWEET CAPORAL
CIGARETTES
AN OPI1/4)RTUNITY TO MAKE











if she uses Clairette ii
Soap. It cleans quickly, easily, .•.....4111Mil
Nit. rwell, the clothes you wear, the dishes
you use. In the laundry it saves clothes, and
makes your work light. Get a cake of
CLAIRErrE
SOAP
at once, and give it a trial. Sold everywhere.
Made only by
THE N. K. FAMBANK COMPANY, St. Louis.
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Never losing in value-never depre-
ciating in the eves of the one to whom
the precious girt is given, never losing
iota ever from a financial standpoint,
provided it is bought at the right price.
OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT.
G-raves C•cra.cly,
JaCWEL., ER. S








(lice Iiiie ut pret-y turnouts always on hand. Call on
table - west Seventh st
THE SULLIVAN CASE.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Indianapolis, Ind., Dec. 1.-This
morning was the time set for the Fed-
eral Court to peso sentence upon Percy
Sullivan, who was found guilty of pass-
ing altered two dollar bills.
The law provides a penalty of four•
teen years imprisonment for such an
offense.
Just before noon the court decided
not to pass sentence for one week in
order that the attorneys of Sullivan
might furnish cause for the granting of
a new trial.
According to Hon. C. U. McElroy, it
is learned that there is little doubt as to
the new trial being granted, and just
as little that Mr. Sullivan would be ac-
quitted of these charged when again
tried. Mr. McElroy stated that he not
only believed that his client was inno-
cent, but that he knew it to be abso-
lutely certain that he could not have
been at the places at the time* fixed by
the witnesses for the prosecution, for it
was claimed that one of the bills was
passed upon a certain night at Erie. Pa.,
when Mr. McElroy says he can show
beyond a shadow of a doubt that Sulli-
van was in New Albany, Ind., and that
he was seen there by a former resident
of this city, who knew him, and that
his name appears upon the hotel register
register just as stated by Sullivan on
the witness stand. Mr. McElroy stop-
ped over at New Albany and fonnd the
signature of Sullivan, found that the
handwriting was unmistakable, and
saw and talked with the man who had
seen upon that occasion. Ihin is only
one case and there are others just as
plain, says the young man's attorney.
Woman's Diseases
Are as posuliar as una•oldablic and cannot be
discrussed or treated as we do these to which the
entire human family is antdect. Menstruation
sustains such important re-
lesions So her health, that
when Suepreased,lrragular
or Patatul, ebe soon be-
comes languid, nervous
Sod igritabb• taw bloom
leaves her cheek and very
grave complications arise
unless regularity and vigor




Is • receipt of one of the
moat noted p` vsicians of
the South al, re troubles
of this sort ] ...all more
SZteU.5)v,i cs, is any
other sr sod has  failed to correctli•order... -.strustion. It restores healthand at resigal suffering woman.
"Mt SP*CsIci0 Rh A. 1470411 Co., • Sa•
4 5.11.. a.tI.be e INPOSIMI
ABOUT COTTON.
[ssactae TO NEW ERA]
New Orleans, Dec. 2.--The total of
'Li() DEN OPPORTUNITY
fo boy veliable g,w)ds at extra low pricea.
N1 lin.. d r
a d r min nes you %ill &asp; find something
new and at the right plices
Capes, Jackets and Cloaks.
A splendid assortment and at prices that defies
competition
Shiri'• mitt Cool
In %bite avid calmed shi I will sell you a bet-
ter shirt for your money than any house in city.
UnderWE'fir.
My stock of in l.idi s .nd childrt rp•
wear i wo II as-ortil and up to date aid pr et*
the lowest
anko ts. c ,rpt-ts and rup bi4 line at cut prices
Sri e-. shoe* -.1,0em, all tny m ns 18di4ts it'll eh di-erts
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FOR WRAPS AND MILLINERY.
We Hre s il here and wi') stay. We ar•
receiving a n .w 'in-,. of wr,p- ev my day, con-
iing sf $1 i e atcy--..j ck 8,
FRENCH AND ENGLISH COATS,
LhilareLe reto.-Is t,,r at ages, ii , tyv,) -Lak..-, . v
pry wrap w ,tran efi tail r-made and th lf,test
. ..x • v fi t m n y icl
t .tic g u ‘.
FINE PA 1 ERN HATS.
C IT1
g• !' • t,
u No troublP to show
i d pric-i- ,
Eli nituir ttp,
"T1IE LEADER."
M d ra. Levv
few




OUR SUPPLY consisting of all the latest fabrics-in
Scotch, London Specials, Crepes, Tweeds and Dress
Worsted).-is unequa!ed by any 1it use, hence we are always
rt.dy and up-to-date in meeting the
DEMANDS OF THE
MOST FAST I DIOUS....
THERE IS NO STRINGENCY in our market-except
want of money-and our prices are marked low on "swell"
suits in order to "swell" our bank account. You would do
well to see our
56, 57 and 58 TROUSERS.
cotton brought into tight in November The same guarantee which goes with our $3:). $40 and
was 1,839,809 bales; tire total for the $50 sin 8)8 substantially carried wiz in the make-up of our
season is 3,563,26e bale*. The Islovem- !$25
bet total of cotton brought into sight 
i
has been exceeded during the past six-
teen years but three times--in 1891,
when the crop was 6,035,000 bales; in
1893, when the crop was 7,550,000 bales,
and in le94, when. the crop ewes 9,e01,-
000.
IM.. V00 kver
Try Electric Bitters as a remedy for
your troubles? If not, get a bottle now
and get relief. This medicine has been
found to be peculiarly adapted to the re
lief and cure of all female complaints,
exerting a wonderful direct influence in
giving strength and tone to the organs.
If you have be. of appetite, constipa-
tion, headache, fainting spells, or are
nervous, sleepless, excitable, melan-
choly or troubled with dizzy spells, Elec-
tric 'Bitters is the medicine you need.
Health and strength are guaranteed by





It is your privilege-from either of
these Will you be a tailor-made
gentleman or a ready made clothing
one An old saying says -the tailor
makes the marl; He certainly does
in outside appearances. We will
guarantee to make a MAD of you any
tiwe you wish to order your suit or
overcoat., and choose your fabric
from our elegant stook.
CLARK. "The Tailor."
IT is FACT
That low prices are created and maintained in
our ‘tore, others may make them for a day or so.
We hold then' down ail the time with a firm
hand while you take the benefit
All Our Bargains
Are Genuine.
We do not sell imitations, We tell of the bar-
gains all the time and back up the telling with
the bargains. Match our $5 00 suit, $8.50,over-
coat or anything else that we sell if you can.









SOME ODDS AND ENDS DEAD INFANT FOUND. 
THEIR JOYS DOUBLED.
Melange of Gossip About 






Metes and News Pertainiag to Popioar Peopr
e
And a Few Things.
Kom —Rev. J W King, pastor 
of
the Cumberland Pleeby teriau chu.ch
,
has returned from May field, where he
has been &deleting in a protracted meet-
ing He met with Olield. rable 
memo..
• •
T *SKS —The Sheriff's °Oleo *as
err/Needed with people all day Monday
Tei -ad *y the AIX per cent. penalty wee
111.1tosl if yon (teeth p.m .nur Stet. in
mangy meets. the Sheriff willegit you ef
you don't watch out"
f
Lotairo —The "Ielere" metMon. nigh
with Mies Winfree, on Virginie street.
Anthony Hope was the *object of dim
eussiou. Miss Willie Rust read a sketch
of the sathor's life. Dr. Campbell and
Mr. Underwood read abort stories. Miro-
Elisabeth Long played a piano hit° eau
Miss Hattie Long sang. Stanley Wey-
man will be discussed next week.
++
Rrreasee —The young Nimrods swim
left town over a week ago to camel in
Trigg coo.ney, returned home Tuesday.
Owing to the extreme cold, the latter
part of the star was not very pleasant.
In the party were the following Hop-
kinsmIle toys : Jim Russell, John
Stites, Hunter Greet' and Lucian Dade.
(ol. Kirk Cravens was c.aptain of the
camp.
+t1,
&toss Burroes.—If you you see any
great, big, blue overcoats and large
helmets marching down the street. don't
get soared and run unless you have done
something wrong. The big overcome
encircle the manly forms of the Hop-
kinsville police force. The officers look
much better than they did a few days
ago when they walked their beats
droned in civilian clothes and wearing
slouch hats.
• ..
I owtst . —Elder S F Fowler return-
ed home Thursday from Christian coun-
ty. and preached at the Christian
Sunday morning, when he made a re-
port of his work during his abeence. He
reported twelve accessions to the church
at Grapevine, which is in proeperous
condition, and ten conrertnons as a re-
sult of his meeting at Concord, Chris-
tian county, and much good &mom-
ediahed there.
$t +
flocs, PA/ale—Mims Anabel Major
and Messrs. Claggett and McCarty re-
turned this morning from Trenton,
wimps they were members of a house
party of six which assembled last Wed-
nesuay at the residence of Mrs. T. M.
Minims and spent the Thanksgiving
holiday*, mys the Clarksville Chronicle.
Miss Imogene Wilson, in whose honor
the party 1*.t• MIMI gel, is *till visiting
her sister, Mrs. Mimms. A rare good
time was enjoyed by all.
+
KewrOcriees — There are many
Kentuckians in Tennessee who are
prominent men. Congressman Benton
McMillin is a native of Christian coun-
ty-
J. C. McReynoldre recently the sound
Immo ey Democratic candidate for Con-
gress, came from Todd ̂ minty.
Rev. John 0. Rust, one of Naehville's
beading Baptist preschers, is a former
newspaper man of Hopkinsville.
Former Gov. Albert S Marks was
born sad reared in Daviemi county.
1- t
Eocc ATIOM. —The friends of education
all over the State a e% at work organiz-
ing new eountyand district associations.
There will be a meeting of the dele-
'Mee of the counties of the Second Con-
gressional district. neld at Madisonville.
Ky , December 12, 1696, to organize th.
'•District EducationalAesociation." The
place of meeting will be the Normal
School Building. Henderson county
will probably be represented by several
delegates headed by Mies Mary Seamen,
who is the prime mover of the organi-
zation in this District. Some very
prominent educators will be in atten-
dance at the meeting
+ 4 •
TWIT Guesser,. —The Bachelor Maids
had a pleasant meeting with Miss Lizzie
Gaither Tuesday afternoon. There
was a rowing contest the following
queries to be answered by names of au-
thors: Frozen rain? ( Hale). Comm
from pork? (Bacon). Worn on the
head ? ; Belongs in a monastery ? ; A dis-
mal holor? ; Private dwellings?; Not far
distant?: A ruler of men?: A worker in
precious metals'; A slang expression?,
Bad to have on one's foot?; The result
of curling irons?
Afterwards nice refreshments were
:moved. The club members present
were, Misses Let Fairleigh, Jehnie Set-
tle, Pat Mercer. Lizzie Gifebee, Gertie
BramhamePat Flack, Willie Most and
-Tony Ware.
t +
Entote—Frank Bell has been galloping
tabout on Pegassus this week. Here are
a few:of his recent contributions to the
-editorial page of the Nashville Sun:
• PSYCHIC 00,1•11.4111K Y.
•The man with the marazthe lifted heereres.
Tbe manwith the newspaper calmly read
on;
"The first was revolving the great mysteries
isOf heaven and earth, of the stars and Lb.-
eke,:
'The late scrapping mill between Dixon and
Verne
The second was reading with Joy and sur-
prise,
A genius. a student with scholarly mien,
(Seemed the man who looked up from his
magazine,
"Passing strange in thielife,with Its shadow
and sheen!
Whence come ye, my friend, and where do
we got
Ilihiencet Whither? Ali: thou remit not
tell me, I event"
And the man with the newspaper said
"Daniflno I
Damfleare I" to the student with scholarly
1111410.
Ilmibm•••Pm.
TRIO IlltraTtoill IS CCISA.
In the Province of ether del Rio
Ho rude (Put to hunt for Masao.
Waren mut feud
Hut ton tiatnp warn the amend
For brave (ken Weyler 1.15.7, 4))
A MVPS AWAltasigo.
Its bought • pound of gumdrops
For the maid he did store;
HIP never knew her teeth woe faille
"TB the gum—drop on the door.
The cal.' NO'S() slIA11011.
Chill winter', blast IN here at last,
The days of snow and rain.
Appendicitis day Is past,







* ore hrape Cream of Taster Powder. Free
Irma Ammonia, Alum ,-4 rev *her Adulterant.
*num TM ST •
Boom
UNFORTUNATE WOMAN SEVERAL 
MARRIAGES.
Body of Carrie Shoat's Baby Discovered in
Hen House cm the Grant Farm.
a Several Couplesloined Wed. laming —Notes
Of Other Nuptials.
The cold min beat pitileeely riowe on
the uncevereo head and liretiehee the
poorly clad form if a young woman
who dragged her weary limbo to the
front deer of farnmr Greory•• Grahre
hospitable heme in Ninth Chroitisie it
Our from Crofton She did lint nem. to
knock it the door, for the good people
of the hmove ran to receive her.
This happeeed set Feeley. ''ii • ..f ft.
newt tHOrouglily tilsalgrorahle Lays ot
the maser% Mi-ery looked out fmtu the
young woluateo ead .yes Her face was
drawn with pain. She asked to be
given shelter from the inciement weather
and the request was readily grouted.
She was taken into the family room
and fresh logs were piled upon the big
tire place. See dripped into a comfort-
able cheir anti put on, her arms and
embraeed the warmth fish face show-
ed gratitude, but she teemed so shrink
from the questioning eyes of the mem
berm of the household.
The Revere:is heat somewhat ineltell
the woman's reticeuce. She told the
farmer that her name was Carte shoat
said that for several days ehe had been
lying in a deserted cabin. She wee
eompelled by the cold and rain to look
for other qaarters Further% than this
.me would tell nothing concerning her-
self. save that she was exceeeingly sick
and that she tied been staying with a
man named West, pear Hopkinevilie.
ho a few days before had turned hm
off.
Owing to her enfeebled condition Mr.
(Joint permitted her to stay at his
Yesterday she slipped away from
the !amity room where she had been
sitting and went to a hen-house on the
feria She went back to the residence
after a short absence. Her actions were
-o strange and she bad such • wild look
ei her farm that Mr. Grant went to the
nen-honse,where he discovered the deal
tody of a newly-born baby.
What calmed the death of the infant
remains to be learned. The woman
confessed that she was the mother of
the infant, and claimed that it was (lead
when bone
Mr. Grant cane to Hopkinsville as
soon as possible and laid the facts in the
case before the Judge of the Conety
Court. Judge Breathit immediately
dispatched Coroner Allensworth to the
farm to hold an inquest over
the baby's body. He also
issued EA cards*/ for Carrie
Shoat to be conveyed to the poor. house,
where she can receive the medical at-
tention that her condition requires.
• -
!arra Nor Nest.
A farm of 500 &Tea for rent for 1897
belonging to Mrs. E. J. Fleming, near
Herndon, Ky., possession to be given at
ence for purpose of seeding wheat. Ap-
ply to HUNTER WOOD.
•••••
A Wonderful Offer.
Never before did the New ER t
the public a better bargian than it
to-day. I
The New ERA has made an arrange-
ment with the publishers of the cele-
erated -New Teachers' Bible," recently
'able-heel by Brigster, iv hereby it is en-
to furineh that maguilicent
imether with the WEEKLY NEW ERA
ior one year for the all sum of tee 50,
which is just about half what the Bible
alone will cost you if purchased from
• store. We are enabled to to do this
Le-came we buy the books at wholesale.
The Regale' Bible is acknowledged to
10- the fiuest work of the kind extant. It
evataiu• the Concordance, a dozen or
mire accurate maps show tug the
ocaturn of every town and country
spoken of in the Bible, notes and expir-
ations on all difficult mileages writteb
iii toe beet Bible commentators a),,
tneologiaus in the world, marginal mate
Jugs, foot notes, in fact, it is the most
complete Bible ever printed. It is print
-el on fine paper, with new type of large
oze, and is bound out and out with the
very finest of morocco and is sewed with
elk. The book can not be purchased in
any store for less than $4.50 or $6.
Remember, that for $2.50 we furnish
ron this fine Bible and the WEEKLY NEW
Ea s for a year. If you have a Bible
.treacly yea can get this one as aChrist-
Inas present for some friend.
Call at this office and see the book, it
is no trouble to show it.
offer
does
What They Think of The New Zra's
Offer.
We have examined the Teachers'
Bible, offered by the New Ens. It is
everything claimed for it and more be-
sides. Every family in Christian coun-
ty should have one, and as a Christmas
present there is nothing more appro-




DZATH OF A YOUNG WOMAN.
"Wy *weal Vaal* She Said, Then
Prayed, and Died.
Mime Rennie Rogers, a loveable young
woman of Lafayette, who had many
friends and a number of relatives in
this city. di. d Saturday from pneumo-
nia.
She was twenty-four years old and a
Laughter of Mn. Elizabeth Ftegtwhile
Rogers. A correspondent of the Clark..
vine Times writes as follows of the
.irsath
'-She had been ill only ten days with
pneumonia and up to a few hour,' pt's'.-
how to her death the ihysielati tippet.-
-tended no seriona mutts. But she was
iterfectiv meiretotio of her POtiCtitifiti RIM
owl led her loved (elm one by 0115 ti th-
meinirle and bade them mine bye, tolling
them to meet her in heaven.
"She spoke of her uncle and atee,Mr.
and Mrs Thos. Haneeek, whom oho. hod
visited jai five weeks before, and her
enusin, Hanle Ermine Rives, !milted at
bar uncle Will Itussdalet's picture say-
ing. "my sweet uncle Will," then sang
one verse of "Nearer My God to Thee"
and etched her eyes in sleep never to
know an earthly waking."
A stomachful of undigested food is
about as unhealthy a mass as one can
well imagine.
What 'an be done with it?
There it stays. It won't digest. It
churns up, ferments and decays; be-
comes poisonous as all putrid matter
does) and causes great pain and deep-
seated disorders.
In order to change all this, take Sha-
ker Digestive Cordial.
It stops fetmentation and decay at
one.', so that no more poisons are cre-a
It clears the stomach of poisons al-
ready there. It helps it to turn itTes‘k
food that remains into healthful non!,
ishment. It strengthens the stomach
for the next meal.
Here is the whole philosphy and cure
of indigestion in a few words. And
' what's more, it's all true. Try it.
Shaker Digestive Cordial is for sale
by druggists, price 10 cents to $1.00 a
bottle.
K eeeros-Seern
A matrix 4. took place at eleven
o'clock Wed. mornieg in which way
Lafayette p+opla are interested. Mr
W F Khios, a f mmer Oboe+ frie is
are lemon. anti Mos Kate Smite, an at-
traetive youlig tatty, Were Milted by the
Rev. r V. jollier, of the Hopkinsville
Ler•uit, M E Church
HENDIERSON•NIKON•
A quiet eemiiiet woe prettily per-
brine-ti Wednesday at the home (it the
bride to the Fruit Hill vie oily Mr.
JaillOS HolionTatln, a weLl•tp-dofarm
-
mar, and Mrs. M. S. Nigou were mar-
ried by the Rev. P Thomas, a Bapthe
mitlister. They le ve mealy frieumi who
wi-h them a happy and prosperous life.
--o—
PARKER-MURPHY.
At half-past ten o'clock Wednesday
u popular North Christian couple took
tile solemn vows that made them s hire
baud and wife.
Mr. C. M. Parker and Mise m
Murphy were joined in wedlock in the
presence of a large number of assembled
friends. In honor of the auepieious oe-
home the Christian church at Empire,
where the wedding occurred, was
-flamingly decoreted. The impressive
service was said by the Rev. G. W. Da-
vis. 'he bride is one of the beet liken
young laitiee in the Euipire vicinity all
her lined had been sued for by may ar-
dent lovers. Mr. Parker is to be con-
gratulated on winning such a prize.
fhe groom is a son of Mr. Bayless Par
ter, a well-known farmer wno lives a
few miles Nortla of Crofton.
—6—
SMITH-POLL tRO.
Mr. Lucian Smith and Miss brace
Pollard will be married to-morrow. This
announcement will occasion some sur-
prise. The friends of the couple know
the young people have been fond of
each other for a long time and the de-
voted attention which Mr. Smith has
paid the young lady has cause.. specu-
lative commenebut so successfully have
they kept their secret that only a few
intimate friends were aware of the near-
ness of the date of the wedding. The
proepective bride is the handsome and
attractive daughter ofC,ol. J. P. Pollard,
Mr. Smith is an industrious and clever
young gentleman who is connected with
Metcalfe's laundry. The couple will
leave Hopkinsville on the half-past five
o'clock train to-morrow afternoon and go
to Clarksville where they will be mar-
ried at one of the hotels. They will re-
turn to Hopkinsville the next morning
They will board with Mr. Smith's
enta on Clay street.
--0—
MAJOR-KENNER
Mr. George Major and Mies Bessie
Kenner eloped hleimay night from their
homes at Beverly, Ky. They arrived in
this city on the Princeton train at 9 :30
this forenoon. Immediately the mho
twice of their friend, L. E. Elkin, of
Elder Bros'. hardware establishment,
was sought, and accompanied by this
gentleman the office of County Court
Clerk Bailey was visited, a license pro-
eared, and me couple were driven lei
Air. Elkin's hotue, No 115 Ueieu street
f h services of Ettier A. M. time:dew
of the Christian church, were secured,
and the ceremony was performed at
10 :30 o'clock.
Mr. and Mrs. Major leave on the
Princeton train this evening to seek
parental forgiveness.
Both partite/ belong to the best fami-
lies in the Beverly vicinity. The bride
is the daughter of Dr. A. J. Kenuer,and
the groom is the son of Howard Major,
Both stand very high in their \native
community, and have many friehds




The most notable nuptiale that have
occurred in Crofton in years were cele-
brated Wednesday.
At eleven o'clock that morning Mr.
David E. Bow he and Muer Cherlie Crab-
tree wae married. " • •
This culmination in Wedlock of a lene
and happy courtship is a source of much
gratification to the many mutual friends
of the contracting persons, and it unites
two of the most prominent and wealthy
families in North Christian.
The ceremony was performed at the
home of the bride's parents. Only the
close relatives and intimate friends of
the couple were asked to witness the
service. Elder G. W. Davis, pastor of
the Christian Church, officiated.
The bride has often visited in Hop-
kinsville, where she has a number of
kinsmen and has always been very pop-
ular. She is bright and pretty. She is
a daughter of D. I. Crabtree, one of
.'rofton's leading merchants and enter-
prising citizens.
The groom is a man of sterling worth
and is influential in the community in
which he lives. He is engaged in farm-
ing, and is a stock-dealer of wide expe-
rience and marked success.
.1111111•••••-
par-
To the Memory of a Good woman.
The life of Mary Rives has etched,
and the world which knew her has lost
a friend.
A short sketch of her life, such as this
must of necessity be, will be obliged to
be unsatisfactory in many reppecte. A
life so full as hers can not be touched
upon in a few linter of type. A life no
exceptionally pure in its Mateo is not to
he dismissed with the epitome of the
biographer who inscribes, "She was
born, she lived, she died." The two
minditions—birth and death—are coin'
MOD to everyone ; the third to distitietive
t..the minority. Many thoneatiris vette
tate to drift ; it le the minority who live.
As Mary Ragsdale, Mn' WYO.' Who
klifIWO to be a chiefly bentieful girl,
whntit ninny whiter» nenred during the
wee Thera. tire Meows a few event. In
otie's that, like tall trete totems, a
sky perspective, stand out moot proini•
mealy in the memories of her friends.
Suet an event was the following :
Just before the fall of Fort Donelson
Col Ely Murray and his men were st5.
tioned at Lafayette, Ky one day A
number of his eornenny went to the
Ragsdale country home a few miles out
of town, and while some of them were
eating the fine dinner they had ordered
served, the others went out on a forag-
ing tour through pastures and barns
and rode away with all the horses they
found Mary Ragsdale had b en watch-
ing their manouvere, and they were no
sooner out of sight than she had resat'.
riled one of the best horses that stood in
waiting and Was galloping through the
woods to the stockade to report them to
headquarters. Col Murray, fired by
the courage of the fearless young girl.
restored the loot property to the widowed
mother, punished the leaders by swing-
ing them up by the thumbs, and pre-
Rented Mime Regetiale with the splendid
white horse she had ridden to town that
day. Th.s he did in the name of every
manly heart that wore the blue, Long
after the war the face and name of Mary
Ragsdale were among the brightest re-
miniscences of many a soldier's heart
Col. Murray died a few weeks later than
momilmmannmsne, 
she at Bowling Green, Ky
Several years after the close of the
war, Mary Ragsdale was married on the
28th of May to Stephen Rives, which
united two of the (West, most honored
names in the South. Mr. Rives had been
1st Lieutenant of the 14th Tennessee
Regiment, and was a brave moldier. On-
ly one child, Hattie Erminie Rives, was
born to them. From the time she was
a baby in arms to a few years ago Mrs.
Rives was an invalid. It was through
all those years that she was so frail, so
strong. Through sickness, pain and
earthly cares her heart reached out to
those whom God put in her life. She Many Valuable Improvements Have Seen
was an example of patient, cherry cour-
age, and noble simple hospitality. Her
soul-fragrance pervaded whatever she
torrhed. Her words of sympathy and
uplifting are to-day but memories. Her
helpful Minds so tired here are folded at
last to rest. Her quiet eyes, PO watch-
ful and tender, are closed from dreams.
When God's summons came to her, his
angel did very gently break the news.
-sorrow, make e verse for 1110,
That shall breathe all human gri.•vIng;
Let it be Love's eieutty,
And the knell of all believing;
Let it such sweet pathos have
A+ a violet on a grave,
or a dove's moons when his mate
Leaves the new neat desolate.
Sorrot , sorrow, hy this token
Braid, a wreath for Beauty's head—
Valley lillies. one or two,
Should be woven with the rue,




Report Is Just Out.
GOOD SHOWING MADE.
Yell op tee Fire.
The two-year-old daughtes of Henry
Guthrie, of Ceruleau eprings, fell into
the fire and was burned to death before
assistance could be rendered.
•••••••
.popular Youth Dead.
Eugene Lindsay. a popular young
men of Todd county and aged 24 years,
died Mote night of typhoid fever at his
home a few whet from ppiton.
-•••• • ••••
Peath of George Ilinisag.
George ?deems. father of Joseph
Minns, the well known Guthrie pier-
owlet, died Monday morning. The
deceased resided on the famous Qemp
Boone farm, in Montgomery county,
Tennessee.
-.••••
- Closed their OfflOS.
Messrs. Rice & Ewing, the attorneys,
have closed their law office at Guthrie
which they have been conducting for
some time, and will devote their entire
time to practice at the Clarsville bar.
Qgt this FOoi Off.
News has reached the oily of au ee-
ceedingly painful accident which hap-
pened Tuesday in North Christian.
Neal Hairby, a farmer who lives near
Crofton, was cutting wood. His ax
slipped and his foot was nearly cut off.
The emirate Iluameneg.
The Evening Journal, a daily paper
published at Bowling Green, has ceased
publication. This leaves the field open
to the two remaining papers, the morn-
ing Advocate and the Daily Timer. Mr.
Watt, editor of the late paper, will be
associate editor of the Park City Times.
.41•111••••
Ha is Improving.
The negroes who shot Mr. Louis Metz-
tier at Henderson are still in jail at Hop-
kineville, but will probably be taken
back to Henderson soon. Mr. Metzner
is improving, with the chances now
favoring his recovery. He has a num-
ber of friends here who have watched
his remarkable fight for life with inter-
est,
Death of His. McCurdy.
By request. the New ERA reproduced
the following from the Clarksville
Chronicle: "Miss Jane McCurdy, aunt
to J. D MeCurdy, died this morning at
her home in the McAllister Cross Road
neighborhood; of ailments incident to
old age superinduced by la grippe. Her
exact lage is not known ae this time, but,
she had almost re's--bed the ripe period
of heir wore Miss McCurdy was a la-
dy of much culture. primer/sing A re.
narkable intellect, and numbered - her
friends among a large circle of the best
people in this sectien. She was a Con-
sistent Christian, greatly beloved for
her noble traits; of character.
"She was a member of the Presby-
terian chnrrh. The funeral will be
preached at Mt. Zion church to-morrow.
."Hopkinsville and Russellville paper-
please copy " •
The Ladies' of the Methodist church
will serve dinner Friday and Saturday,




'Mr. Janie* Dale,. of Sturgis, is.,at the
the city.
Mr. R. R. Lloyd, of Howell, -was in
town Monday.
Maws. W. Chestnut and Otis Wil
anti; of Trenton, were in town Monday
afternoon.
Miss Louise MeClannahan has return-
ed from Clarksville and is a guest of her
cousin, Miss Minnie Armistead.
Mr. J. J. Chappell has returned hem
Clarksville, wh(re he attended the fun-
eral of the late Mrs. James Gill,
Mrs. Mary Woodard has returned to
Elkton. -
Garnett Roacht of Grapy, was in the
city Wednesday.
Mr. Ben T. White, of Bears Springs
Tenn., -was in town to-day en route to
Cadiz.
Mrs. Russell Hogan, of- Trenton, i.
spending a fev d vshwith her parents,
Dr. and Mrs. Finns.
Mrs. W. T. Blakernore and her young-
est child, Page, left Tuesday for New
Orleans to visit Maj. Blakemore.
Misses Belle and Julia Robertson, of
Burlington, Iowa, are the guests of MTS.
Mary Champlin, on Ninth street.
WANTED-350,000 pounds badly
worm eaten, Mean lugs and trash to-
bacco at Gracey, Ky. See L. W. Wat-
kins
411.•
Dr. T. L Bacon is present in the of-
fice with Dr. Rodnian, in Webber Bldg.
Cancer
Of the Face.
Mrs, Laura E. Mime, of SrnIthvilleelo,
Says: "A small pimple of a strawberry
Color appeerell on my cheek; It soon
began to grow rapidly, notwithstand-
ing all efforts to check it. My
eye became tertibly
inflamed, and was so
swollen that for quite
a while I could not
see, The doctors
said I had Cancer of
the most malignant
type, and after ex-
hausting their efforte
without doing pm
any good, they gave
up the case as hopeless. When in-
formed that my father had died from
the same disease, they said I must die,
as hereditary Cancer was incurable.
"At this crisis, I was advised to try
S.S.S., and ins short while the Cancer
began to discharge and continued to do
so for three months, then it began to
beat. I continued the medicine a while
longer until the Cancer disappeared en-
tirely. This was several years ago and
there has been no return of the disease."
A Real Blood Remedy.
Cancer is a blood disease, and only a
blood remedy will cure it. S. S. S.
(guaranteed purely vegetable) is a real
blood remedy, and never fails to per-
manently cure Cancer, Scrofula, Eczema,
Rheumatism or any other disease of the
blood. Send for our books





Made at the Asylum During the Past Year,






A cream of tartar baking powder.
. n eavening strength. —
latest United States Government Food
Report
ROY.' B kRIV(3 POWDER CO., NOW York
The Forty-Second Annual Report of
the Weetern Kentucky Asylum for the FACTS
Insane has just been issued from the
oftlee of the public printer. The report
covers the twelve months ending Sep-
tember 30th, 1896.
According to the Steward's report
Ninon/mei therein the expenses of the
Asylum for the twelve months amount-
ed to $103,139.74, of which amount $10,-
166.03 was produced on the farm and
garden, leaving the sum of $92,973.70
for which warrants were issued and
paid by the Treasurer. The Treasurer's
report shows a large; amount than dem
the Steward's because on account of the
depleted condition of the State Treasury
it. erecgme necessary for the Asylum to
borrow money and the interest on the
venues amounts borrowed had to be
paid up by the Treasurer, making his
report show $6,409.e6 more expense than
the Steward showed. On the first day
of October 1896 the Treasurer had on
hand the sum of $5,534.11.
During the twelve months 133 new
patients-70 males and 66 female-a--
were' admitted to the institution, bring-
ing the number oh patients under treat-
ment during the year up to a total of
774. Of these 92 were discharged, 44
died, and 15 were transferred to the
Isekeland Asylum, leaving on Septem-
ber 30th 1896, 338 males and etie females
—a totel of 623 patients. The death
rate it will be seen was only 5 68 per
cent on the number of patients treated,
which speaks well for the sanitary con-
dition of the institution. Many af those
who died were on the verge of the grave
when teken there. There were only
three suicides daring the year, and two
of them were patients who euicided
while at their homes on parole. The
avenge number of patients for the year
was 628.4.
During the year 51 patients-30 male
and 21 female—were discharged as re-
stored ; 34-- 18 male and 10 femele—
were discharged as improved; 6-2 male
and 4 female—were discharged as un-
improved ; 15-7 male and 8 female—
were transferred to Lakeland; one man
was diseharged as not insane; 44-24
male and 22 female died. The total
number discharged, died and transferred
was 151. The percentage of recovery of
patients admitted Was 38. The cost per
capita for maintaining the patients was
$148.01, but it would have been greater
if so much had not been produced on
the farm and garden connected with
the institution, both of which are car-
ried on almost entirely with-the labor of
the patients, all harmless patients who
desire to do so being allowed to work,
but none of them being compelled to do
so against their wishes.
Of the 133 patients admitted daring
the year, 109 were born in Kentucky, 14
in Tennessee, and the remaining 10
scattering over seven or eight States.
Seventy of the 133-33 male and 87 fe-
male—were married peop.e; 48-26
male and 22 female—were single; 13-9
mete and 4 female—were widowed; one
man WWI divorced, while the civil con•
eition of the remaining one—a man—
was unknown. Thirty-four' of them
were between 30 and 40 years of age; 33
between 20 and 30 years of age; 22 be-
tween 40 and 50;15 between 50 and 60;
9 between 60 and 70; 6 between 70 and
SO; and 13 between 15 and 20 years of
age. Fifty-one of the 143 had been in
sane before. Sixty-eight of them had
been insane loss than three months
when taken to the Asylum; 17 between
3 and 6 months; 17 between 6 and 12
months; 11 between 1 end 2 ye/ire; 15
iver two- years; five unknoe n. The
horses of insanity were: ill-health, 18;
heredity, 16; religious excitement, 13;
intemperance, 8; epilepsy and domestic
trouble, 8 each; fright, grief, anxiety
end worry, 6 each; financial trouble, 3;
sunstroke, 3: childbirth, 7; poverty, 3;
disapi o uted ambition, 2; intemperate
father, 2; rheumatism 1; meningetis I ;
eatise unknown, 21. Eighty-one of
them were either farmers or farmers'
wives, widows, sons, daughters; 2 were
,lay laborers; 11 were farm laborers or
their wives, widows, sous, daughters; 6
domestics; 3 were ministers' daughters.
In their tendencies 19 were suicidal, 31
homicidal, and 20 were both suicidal
end homicidal.
The reports of Dr. Letcher and the
13 ord of Commissioners are full ones,
and from reading them oue will see
that the Western Kentucky Asylum for
the Insane is in a most excellent condi-
tion, and the State is to be congratula-
ted on having the institution in such
excellent hands. The Board of Corn-
tniseioners is composed of as good busi-
ness men as are to be found in this com-
munity, and they guard the interests of
the people with even a more jealous eye
than they do their own private affairs,
while in Dr. Letcher the institution has
a most efficient Superintendent, who
not only looks out carefully for the in-
terests of the Commonwealth, but does
everything in his power that will be in
any way beneficial to the poor unfortu-
nate people in his charge. Judge A. H.
Anderson makes the institution an ex-
-MINA Steward—his long experience in
the grocery business having especially
qualified him to discharge the duties of
the office.
There have been a great many valua-
ble improvement% made at the Asylum
-either the past tivelve months. The
water works system has been completed
It reservoir has been built, the attic over
the colored female ward has been conm.
vetted into a dormitory that will hold
fifty beds, a 115W road ham been made to
the pumping Mutton a mile away from
the Aoyluni, at new umettdien road has
'teen made from the front gate, on the
Itureellville pike, to the rear of the
-uniting*, many of the buildings
tiave been repultittel, a101 a 1101A
rick boiler•rouni is. now In proem*
,if eonstruetion.
The Board of Oonituntaioners for the
.-Asylum is as follows: Charley Knight,
Presideut ; H. H. Abernathy, T. E.
Bartley, Alexander Campbell, J. W.
Downer, holm F 'land, Geo. C. Long,
M. D. Meacham, G. W. Wiley. • The
other officers are: Ben Letcher, Melt.
cal Superintendent; F. A. Miller, First
Assistant Physician; F. Katharyn
Hauser, Second Assistant; A. F. Stan-
ley, Third Assistant; A. H. Anderson,
Steward; J. D. Irwin, Receiver; Her-
man Palis, Druggist; W. T. Tandy,
Trearourer, ; Jas. H. Wood, Secretary of
Board of Commiasioners; Lula Nell,
Mutron,
Attention Teachers.
There will be a meeting in the office
of the County Superintendent on Satur-
day, Dec. 12, for the purpose of organ.
izing a University Association Center
imong the county teachers, Mims Cha-
fin, the official organizer, will be tires-
i mit to explain the work of the Associa-
tion. She will meet the white teachers
at 11 a. m., and the colored teachers at
1 p. m. Every teacher is urged to be




Notes Interesting to Tillers
of the Soil.
LIVE STOCK MARKET,
The Tobacco Markot Here and elsewhere
Correctly Reported.
LIVE STOCK MARKET.
Reported by Leuhville Live Stock
Exchange, Bourbon Stockyards.
Louisville, Ky., Doc. le— Cattle._
()tittle market was eteady tender moder-
ate receipts of fair quality. No change
in prices was reported. The pens were
cleared,
Calves.—The calf market was feature-
less and with no reported fluctuation in
values. All were sold.
Kiln. shipping  1110 4 AS
Light shipping  tiorw 5145
Best bu where  S 51,9 575
Fair to good butchers  I 754 ?too
Common to medium butchers._ 1 544 2 50
Thin, rough steers, poor 001$111
and scalawags .  ! 000$ I 50
Good to extra oxen  44 54e
C ((((( mon to medinm oxen....   :id lit* 275
Feeders  545a an
Stockers i 75ot 3 15
Bolls 1 foto 1.10
Veal calves   that 75
C Mhoice ' ich cows   , 26 00'435 (Si
Pair to good ndlch now.   15 uo(425 00
Hogs.—The hog market was demora-
lised in sympathy with heavy declines
In other markets and very heavy offer-
ings of stock here- Prices declined 20c
to $3 20 for heavies and mediums, and
$3 2561'3 30 for lightte TransactiOUP
Transactions were very slow and failed
to clear the pen".
Cboree packing and butchers, 2'./5
*Mb.
Fair to good pou•king. NO to RV lb a zo
Good to extra light, len to NUM  
Fat shoats, IS) to 15o lb 2:sadl vi
Fat shoats, 100 to IA) lb  3 25m8
Houghs; Ifs/ to 410Th  • 50a? 75
StOckees  •   I &Ka?. 75
Sheep and lAmbs.—Valties advanced
to '2 150n12 75 for extra sheep and
$3 75(11 4 00 for choice lambs. The qual-
ity of the light receipts was poor, few
lots being sufficiently good to bring top
quotations, though one load of fancy
sheep Feld at $3 00. The yards were
cleared.
Good to extra shipping sheep  $2 5O142 75
Fair to good
Common to medium  I Otatat
Pucks  1 brat 1111
Extra Iambs ........... .   3 7544 uto
Fair to good  slow ff,
M.411U1I1 butcher Iambs . .. 2 544,01 (.4„)
Tall ends or culls- •/ •
THE LOUISVILLE MARKET.
The following report is furnished ex-
clusively to the New ERA by Glover &
Durrett, Louisville Tobacco Warehouse:
Sales on our market for the week just
closed amount to 2,004 hhds., with re-
ceipta for the same period of 1.093 hhds.
Sales on our market since Jan. let
amount to 151,590 hhds. Sales of the
crop of 1895 on our market to this date
amount to 145,742 hhds.
Only one hhd. of new dark tobacco
has been sold on our market and it was
very common. ,The stock of old dark
leaf is small and the crop grown this
year is not large and contains more than
the usual proportion:of common grades
so there is reason to hope for good
values for the desirable leaf of the new
crop, but common grades are in excese
of the r quirements. The market for
old (lark tobacco this; week remain -
about as it has been for some time ps -
The following quotations fairly repre•
sent our market for dark tobacco 1895
crop:
Trash   $1 00 to $1 25
Common to medium Ingo 1 00 to 1 50
Dark rich lags, ex' quality 2 00 to 3 50
Common leaf   3 00 to 4 00
Medium to good leaf  400 to 5.50
Leaf of extra lengell  5 00 to 700





Harrington Not Dead—L. N. Earnings—A
Wrocl!at CM&
Two important railroads (-timing into
Tennessee, are said to have begun eon-
htruction. The new line from Cincin-
nati to New Orleans via Nashville, to
built by millionaire Collie P. Hunting-
ton, has started southward, says a spec-
ial dispatch from Nashville Represen-
tativea of Mr. Huntington are now in
the the city, securing subscriptions
from Nashville's business men who are
enthusiastically advocating the road.
The Cairo. Hopkinsville and Cumber-
land Gap Railroad, to run from Cairo,
Ill., through Kentucky into the oil
country of Eastern Tennessee, has been
completely surveyed, at a coat of $9,000.
The road will drain some of the richest
sections on earth, passing through the
center of the great tobacco, hemp, coal,
iron, timber and oil sections of the two
States.
The road is a feeder of the Illinois
Central, which it will tap at Cairo, and
it is believed that the Illinois is backing
the new project. The road will be built
all the way on an easy grade, 430 wiles
long.
The NEW ERA is glad to be able to
state that Tim Harrington, reported in
yesterday's paper to have been killed by
a fall from a train at Crofton is not
dead. He Was unconscious a long time
after his fall and this calmed the report
of his death. Heim still suffering great-
ly from the effects of his injuries, but
his friends believe that with proper at-
tention he will recover.
The gross earnings of the Louisville &
Nashville Railroad for the third week
in November were $446,120, an increase
of $1,4e0 over tem same week in 1895;
grass earnings for the three weeks of
November, $1,258,795, a decrease of
$53,650 as compared with the corres-
ponding period of last year; gross earn-
ings from July 1 to Nov. 21, $8,234,478,
a decrease of $161,601 as compared with
last year.
A freight wreck at Cobb, Saturday
evening at 6 o'clock is reported. Sev-
eral freight cars were derailed and con-
siderably smashed up, but no one was
hurt in the accident. Traflfc was de-
layed several boars by the accident, ac-
cording to the Clarksville Times. The
cause of the accident is not certainly
known, but it was probably either caus-
ed by &now or ice on the rails or by the
tracks being out cif order.
Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar-Honey keeps chil-
dren from coughing all night.
Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
. • • "••
THE CRY FOR CLOAKS
Becomes necessarily more imperative RS
winter fastens his hold upon the weaSher.
The weather of the past week declares un-
mistakably that the time for cloak buying
has come. The rest of the problem ie
"WHERE?" There is is no second choice
of places to buy for those who first see the
styles in our assortment—the priees at which
they are sold- and here is an extraordinary
offer without peer or parallel
For 7 days beginning to-morrow morning
Absolutely '2 Price
on every garment in our house. regardless of cost or value
—not one Oserved.
Lover






bought din•ct from the manufacturers ofj.urgan. Ireland
and St. Gall, Switzerland—and to 1)4. sold at wholesale
prices.
Come and see tha. great quantity melt away
Stegnstl.ln••;:**8 • • •-• . •• -4.-.T*4 *1'2 ts -• * • '11 -• !life
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TIP
Our hats again to our friends and patrons who have so generously
expressed their sympathy for is in our troubles in the qast few months,









patronage and influence in the past years. and
Announce
That we are again in business with a fresh NEW stock of 'clothing,
hts and furnishing goods, bought at a time when a dollar purchased
t; ice as much as it did early in the season and that we can sell " them
te you cheaper than anyone else, is an assured fact, and we earnestly
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Reports come that a big-delivery of '4 • • • • 
•s 
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tobacco was made in Owensboro Mon- .1 
• 
74: I."' ?"-*# r"." "1' 47.9' 7". °N4 "ilitdr; " "41111"6.f. "111116:141
day—being about 31 loads mold at sec-
tion, says the Henderson Gleaner. Good
grades brought a good price, but most
of the delivery was of an inferior grade.
The deliveries up to the above date in
that city amounted to 1,150,000 pounds,
for which the sum of over $53,000 has
been paid out, which is an average of
about teat' per hundred. There has
been bought on contract over .5,000,000
pounds, and some of the houses still
have buyers in the field, though most of
the tobacco bought from now on will be
at public auction or on the streets after
it is brought to the city.
Pomo WELL,
I Tobacco is doing exceedingly well. A
gentleman told us the other day that °m-
of his neighbors sent c.ff a hogshead
sometime since and after it was sold
received a statement from the ware-
house that the proceeds were applied on
the warehome charges leaving a bat-
/Mee due of fifty-five cents and they
hoped to receive a remittance by return
mail. They are still hoping —Murray
Ledger.
Assignees Notice.
Having filed meth-mete and asked for
diecharge, as retiired by law, notice is
hereby give' that I will, on Monday
Dec 7th heel, in the Chriotitin County
Court, move to be diarliargiel fouti
further liability as Ameignee of Morris







Curd of By the
Disligurihg C1T10ERA
ECZEMA REMEDIES
(nit batty wlinn thrtw week. old waP badly at-
!Wiwi with FA•a.111.4 r Iwpd, amp, ,,wk. Ho).,
and nearly perry Joint In lwr taldy was raw IDA
hi,...n u• when we pow-nolo(' to try flul-teens
Itemzhizs. We Iwitan with Critrt tt• Whit-
nwoll anal Curiersa Soar, and Orr tA, P,s4
apr bottom we could Per a change. After we had
used them one week wane I .f bores bad healol
antire0, and resat.ed to apread. In la,a than a
nn ti, she was tow front scales and blondplwa and
to-dar st. 1,oll$ cii,. tool h.lr an any eldld
!the we* shown at t.raner Fair. and too, a
premium se the prett1,4 halo, ,oer platern ollwra
MR & M PARR, Me ItellevIew Ave., Kan. illy.
Sold •vary wawa Pones Data • Csatatoar,liessa
One Lostyay
is not much out of a lifetime, but to
• Mishima man it may mean the hes
of • valuable opportunity. When
temporarily crippled with any pain
or weakness, for which an active and
effective external remedy is ne.,dett,
nothing is so trustworthy as Johnson's
Belladonna Plaster. It touches the
spot and gives the welcome relief. It
is made to succeed—not merely to
tell. Look for the Red Cruse on all
the genuine.
JOHNSON at JOHNSON.




We have selected from our stock 58 men's
suits, sacks, sizes as follows: 3-33, 13-34. 
7-35,
8-36, 6-37, 4-38, 1-39, 3-40, 2-42 and fr
ocks
s!zes os follows: 4-34, 5-35 and 3-36.
Original Prices On Thcse Suits
Ranged From 7.50 to $17.5().
Some are light-weight, ,some medium 
and
many f them heavy. All are odds and 
ends,
o
and s( me of them are as good material as welihave 'a the stock, but are slightly off in st31e.
..it is a Chance..
to get a first class suit for a very small 
sum.
They wont last long.








REV. OR. TALMAGE MANES A CHEER-
; 
MI. PROPHECY.
se Itemisers tie ALcialeeements of lb. Hun-
dred Tears About Clueing Great Prog-
ress In Art, Selena, eo.1 Ftet woe Work
Weil Mese.
Weseteosene Noe. 29.—Considering
the time and place of its delivery, them
sermon of Dr. Talmage is of absorbing
and startling interest It is net only na-
tionai. but iuternational in its signal-
cauce His subject wam "The Dying
Ceueury" 61161 the text, II Kings ex. I,
"Thus suit h the Lord; Set thine house
.ia order, for thon shalt die and not
live. ''
No alerm bell do I ring in the utter-
wee of this text, for in the healthy glow
git your countenances I find cause only
ior cheerful prophecy. but I shall apply
the text as spoken in the ear of Heze-
lush, down with a bad carbuncle. to the
nineteenth century, now closing. It will
take only four more long breathe each
year a hreatia, and the eentury will ex-
pire. My theme is "The Dying Cen-
tury." I delouse it at an hour when our
national legislature is about to assemble,
some of the members now here preeent
sod others soon to arrive from tbe north,
south, east and west. All tbe public oon-
veyaoces coming this way will bring im-
portant additions of public men. so that
when on Deo. 7. at nigh 11000, the ga•-
els of senate and house of repreeenta-
tivea shall lift and tall. the destinies of
this nation, aad tarough it tbe destinies
of all nations struggling to oe free. will
Ilbe put on solemn and tremendous trial.
Amid such inamosifying circumstances I
stand by the reasonable century and ad-
dress it in the words of my text. "Thus
saith the Lord, Set dune house ia order,
for tlion'shalt die and not live."
Pleb Talk.
Eternity is too big a subject for us to
understand. Some one bag said it is a
greet dock that rays "Tick'' in one
centary and "Tack!" in another. But
we can better understand old time, who
has many children—and they are the
centurite—and many graudchildren—
and they are the years. With the dying
nineteenth century we shall this morn-
ing hive a plain talk, telling him some
of theTgood things he has done, and then
aelling'him tome of the things he ought
to adiumt before he quits this sphere and
passes unt to join the eternities. We
generally wait until people are dead
before we say much in praise of them.
Funeral euloginm IS generally very pa-
thetic and eloquent with things that
ought to have been said years before.
We put on cold tombstones what we
ought to have put in the warm ears of
the living. We curse Charles Sunnier
while he is living and cudgel him into
spinal meningitis and wait until, in the
rooms where I have been living the last
year. he puts his hand on his heart and
cries "Oh and is gone, and then we
make long promotion in his honor, Dr.
Sanderland, chaplain of the American
senate. accompanying, stopping long
ensoigh to allow the dead senator to lie
in state in Independence hall, Philadel-
phia, and halting at Boston gatehouse,
where not long before damnatory nem-
lotions had been pained in regard to
him, and then move on amid the toll-
ing bells and the boom of minute guns
until we bury him at Mount Auburn
and cover him with flowers five feet
deep. What a pity be could not have
been awake at his own funeral to hear
the gratitude ol tbe nation ! What a pity
that one green leaf could not have been
taken from even one of the mortuary
garlands and put upon his table while
he was yet alive at the Arlington! What
a pity that out of the great choirs who
chanted at his obsequies one little girl,
dreamed in white, might not bave sung
to his living ear a complimentary nolo!
The post mortem expression contradict-
ed the antemorteru. The nation could
not havo spoken tbe truth both timer
about Charles Sumner. Was it before
or after his deceme No such in-
justice shall be inflicted t)u this ven-
erable nineteenth century.
A Century's Inventions.
• Before be goes we recite in his bearing
some of the good things he has accom-
plished. What an addition to the world's
intelligence he ham made! Look at tbe
old schoolhouse, with the mow sifting
through the roof and the filthy ttlitreicrp
hinging over the water pail in
ner. and the little victims on tbe long
bencees without banks, and the illiterate
saboolmaster with hie hickory gad. and
then look at oar modern palaces of free
schools, ander mon sod women cultured
and refined to tbe highest excellent*, so
that. where're in our childhood we had
to ee wtsipped tu go to school, children
now cry whoa they amino' go. Thank
you. vezerable century, while at tbe
same tame ge thee& God! What an ad-
dinen to till!, world's inventions—with-
in our century the ootton tbe agri-
cultural macbines for planting, reaping
and thraahing; tbe.telegraph; the plio-
nograpb, capable of preserving a human
voice from generation to generation; the
typewriter, that rescues the werld from
worse and worse penmanship, and ste-
nography, capturing from the lips of the
swiftest speaker more than 200 words a
minute. Never wet I so amazed at tbe
facilities of our time as when, a few
days ago, I telegraphed from Washing-
ton to New York a long and elaborate
manuscript, and a few minutes after, to
show its accuracy, it was read to me
through the long distance telephone.
and it was exact down to the last semi-
colon and comma. What hath God
wrought! Oh, I am RO glad I was not
born sooner! For tbe tallow candle the
; electric light; for the writhing" of the
surgeon's table God given empathetic',
and the whole physical organism ex-
plored by sharpest instrument and gi•-
ing not so much pain as the taking of a
splinter from under a child's finger nail ;
for the lumbering rtagecosch the lim-
ited express train. And there is the
spectroscope of Fraunhofer, by which
our modern scientist feels the pulse of
other worlds throbbing with light.
Jenner's arrest by inoculation of one
tit the world's worst plagues. Dr.
Keeley's emancipation for inebriety. In-
timation that the virus of maddened
canine and canoes end consumption are
yet to be balked by magnifinent medical
treatment. The eyesight of the doctor
abarpened till he can look through thick
flash and find the hiding place of the
bullet. What advancement in geolopie,
or the catecbism of the mountains;
chemistry, or the catechism of the ele-
roents; aatrononty, or the catechism of
the stars; electrology, or the catechism
of the lightnings! Whet advancement in
music ! At the beginning of this century,
confining iteelf, so far aa the' great
masses of the -tennis were concerned. to
a few airs drawn nut en aC041A1011 or
massacres! Li church bees viol, now en-
chantingly dropping from thousands of
fingern in Hautiel 'is "Concerto In B Flat"
or Gnilmailes "Senate D Minor."
Thank/14o you. 0 century, before you die,
for the neyluusa of mercy that you have
founded—the blind Peeing with their
fingers, the deaf hearing by the motion
• yriur lips, the born imbecile by skill-
ful object lemon lifted to tolerable in-
telligence. Thanks to this century for
tbe improved oondition of moat nations,.
The reason that Napoleon made such
a. successful sweep across Europe at the
beginning of the century was that most
of the thrones of Europe were occupied
either by imbeciles or profligates. But
most of the thrones of Europe are today
occupied by kings and queens compe-
tent. Franoe a republic, Switzerland •
republic, and about 50 free coned tu t iota,
I am told, in Europe. Twenty million
serfs of Rani& manumitted. On this
wertern contioent I osn call the All of
many repeibliosatzios, Guatemala.
San Salvador. Rica, Paraguay,
Uruguay, Handers', New Granada.
Venestrela, Peru. Reuador, Bolivia,
Chile, Argentine Reptiblie. BraziL The
onoe straggliag vtllege ot Washington
to which the United States government
moved, ite entire baggage siod equip-
ment packed up in seven boxes which
got lost in the woods near this plaoe,
now the architectural glory of the con-
tinent and atimiratien of the world.
Good Word For Newspapers.
The money power, PO muclidenonnoed
and often jestly criticised, has covered
this continent with universities; and
free libraries anti asylums et mercy.
The newspaper press. which at the be-
ginning of the century was au ink roller,
by band moved over 1,ne. sheet of paper
at a time, hae beeenne the miraculous
manufacturer of four or five or six hun-
dred thousand sheets ;or one daily news-
P•Per's issue. Within your memory, 0
dying century, has been the genesis of
isearly all the great institutions evangel-
*lot At London tavern, march 7, isoe,
4011111‘...a0i /ore igli bta,maciety w as
-""--.--maimemeir-
Dta. Bine Foolery!
was born. In 1824 American Sunday , agartniUdger: Alritffg thTed c7Dar-disitn
School union was born. In 1810 Amen- the gospel would make more rapid °oil-
can board of commissioners fir foreign quest than among those who know so
mnisions, which has put ite saving hand much and have so much that God can-
on every nation of the round earth, was not teach or help them. In those lower
born at a haystack in Mamacibusetts. depths splendid fellows in tbe rough,
The National Temperance society, the like the shoeblack that a reporter saw
Woman's Temperence society and all near New York city hall. He aaked a
the other temperance movements born
in thie century. Africa, bidden to other
centurien by exploration iu this century
has been put at the feet of civilizatiou,
to be occupied by commerce and Chris-
tianity.
The Chinese wall, owe an impastable
barrier, now jg a useless pile of stone
aud brick. aer American natiou at the
opening of this century oaiy a slice of
land along the Atlantic (Mat, now the
wbole continent in poesession of our
schools and churches and missionary
stations. Sermons and religions intelli-
gence which in other times, if noticed
at all by the newspaper prom, were al-
lowed only • paragraph of three or four
lines, now find the columns of the open-
ler press in all the cities thrown wide
open, and every week kir 26 years, with-
out the omission of a single week. I
have,been permitted to preach one entire
gospel sirmon through the newspaper
press. MINA God for this greet oppor-
tunity !
Glorious old oentury! Yon shall not
be ealgeuteed until we have, face to face,
extollla you. You were rocked in •
rouge cradle, and the inheritance you
received was for the most part poverty
and gtruegle and hardship and poorly
covered graves of heroes and heroines.
of whom the world had not been worthy,
tied atheism and military despotism and
the wreck of the French revolution.
You inherited tbe influenoesehat result-
ed in Aaron Burr's treason, and another
war with England, and battle of Lake
Erie, and Indian:savagery, aud Lundy's
Lew, and Dartmoor masses:ire, snd dis-
sension bitter and wild beyond meas-
urement. and African slavery, which
wae yet to mat a national heporrhage
of four awful years and a million pre-
cious liven. lee, dear old century, you
bad au awful start, and you have done
more than well, considering your mire").
tage and your early environmeut. It is
a wonder you did not turn out to be the
vagabond century of all time. You had
a bad mother and a bad grandmother.
Some of the preceding centuries were
not fit to live in—their morals were so
bad, their fashions were so outrageous,
their ignorance was so deuce, their in-
humanity so terrific.
Tears of Program.
0 dying nineteenth century, before
you go we take this opportunity of tell-
ing you that you are the best and t
mightiest of all the centuries of the
Christian era eecept the first, which
gave us the Christ, and you rival that
century in the fact tbat you, more than
all the other centuries put together, are
giving the Christ to all the world. One
hundred and twelve tboueand dollars at
one meeting a few days ago contributed
for the world's evangelization. Look at
what you have done, thou abused and
depreciated century. All the Pacific
isles, 'barred and bolted against the gos-
pel E'hen you began to reign, now all
opeand some of them more Christian-
ized than America. No more, as once
written, over the church doors in Cape
Colony. "Dogs and Hottentots not ad-
mitted." The late Mr. Darwin con-
tributing $25 to the Southern Mis-
sionary society. Cannibalism driven on
the face of the earth. The gates of all
natioos wide opin for the gospel entrance
when the church shall give up its intel-
lectual dandyism and quit fooling with
higher criticism and plunge into the
work as at a life saving station the crew
pull out with the lifeboat to take the
sailord off • ship going to pieces in the
skerries. I thank you, old and dying
century ; all heaven thanks you, and
surely all the nations ot the earth ought
to thank you. I put before your eyes,
soon te be dim for the hut sleep, the
facts tremendous. I take your wrinkled
old baud and shake it iu congratula-
tion. I bathe your fevered brow and
freshen your parched lips from the foun-
tains of eternal victory.
Things to Be Done.
But my text 'tomtits thet there are
some things that this century ought to
do before he leaves us. "Thus saith the
Lord, set thibe house in order, for thou
shalt die and not live." We ought met
to let this century go before two or three
things are set in order. For oue thing,
this quarrel between labor and capital.
The nineteenth century inherited it from
the eighteenth century, but do not let
this nineteenth century bequeath it to
the twentieth. "What we want," says
labor, "to set us right is more strikes
arid mom vigorous work with Perch and
dynamite." "What we want," says
sessikal. a tighter min on she week-
ing mares and compulsion to take what
wages we choose to pay without refer-
COM tO their needs." Both wrong as Sin.
Both defiant. Until the day of' judgment
no settlement of the querrel, if you
leave it to British, Huainan or American
politics. The religion of Jesus Christ
ought to oome in within the next four
years and take the hand of capital and
employee and say: "Yon iyive tried
everything else and failed. :sow try the
gospel of kindness." No more oppres-
sion and no more strikes. The gospel of
Jesus Christ will sweeten this acerbity,
er it will go on to the end of time, and
the fires that burn the world up will
erackle in the ears of wrathful prosper-
ity and indignant toil while their hands
are still clutching at each other's throats.
Before this century sighs its last breath
I would that swarthy labor and easy
opulence would come up and let the
Carpenter of Nazareth join their hands
in pledge of everlasting kindness and
peace. When men and women are dy-
ing they are opt to divide among their
children mementce, and one is given a
watch, and another a vane, and another
a picture, and another a robe. Let this
veteran century, before it dies, hand
over to the human race, with an im-
pressiveness that shall last forever, that
old family keepsake, the golden keep-
sake which nearly 1,900 years ago waa
banded dowu from the black rock of the
mount of beatitudes, "Therefore all
things whatmoever ye would that men
should do to you, do ye even so to them,
for tbis is the law and the prophets."
Saving the World.
Another thing that needs to be set in
order before the veteran century quits
us ia a more thorough and all embracing
plan for the world's gardenization. We
have been trying to save the world from
the top, and it cannot be done that way.
It has got to be saved from the bottom.
The church onght to be only a West
Point to drill soldiers for outside battle.
What if a military academy should keep
its itudents from age to age in the mess-
room and the barracks? No, no! They
are wanted at Montezuma and Chapel-
tepee and South Mountain and Mission-
ary Ridge. and the church is no piece
for a Christian to stay very long. He is
wanted at the front, He is needed in
the desperate charge of taking tbe para-
pets. The last great battle for God is
not to be fought on the campus of a col-
lege or the lawn of a church. It TO be
fought at Missionary Ridge. Before thia
century quite us let us establish the hab-
it of giving die forenoon of the Sabbath
to the churches and the afternoon and
the evening of the Sabbath to gospel
work in tbe halls and *hooters and
streets and fields and skims and wilder-
nesses of sin and sorrow. .Why do Chris-
tians who have stuffed themselves with
"the strong meat of the word" and all
goapel viands on Sabbath forenoons want
to come up to a second service and stuff
themselves again? These old gormand-
isers at the gospel feast need to get
into outdoor work with the ;minim'. gos-
pel that was preached on the banks of
the Jordan and on the fishing smacks of
Lake Galilee and in the bleak air of As-
syrian mountains. I am told that
throughout all our American cities the
second Sabbath service in the majority
of churches is sparsely—yea, diagram-
fully—attended and is the distress of the
oonsecratedaand eloquent pastors %glib
bring their learning and piety before
pews ghaetly for their inoccupancy.
What is the providential meaning? The
greatest of all evangelists; since Bible
times recently s,uggested that the even-
ing services in all the churches be turned k.41.1 1-1
istic meetings for outsiders. Surely that I41 Cushman's Menthbi Balminto the most popular style of evangel-
is an experiment worth making. If that
does not succeed, then it does seem Wel
me all the churches which cannot secnre
sufficient evening audiences; ought to
shut up their buildings at night and go
where the people an. and invite them to
come to the goepel banquet.
Help One Another.
Let the Christian souls, bountifully
fed in tbe morning, go forth in the aft-
erusem and evening to feed the multi-
oides of outsiders starving for the breed
of which if a man eat Le shall never
boy to black his boots. The boy came up
te his work provokingly slow and had
just Argun. wben a large boy stewed
him aside aud began the work, and the
reporter reproved him as being • bully,
and the boy replied: "Oh, that's all
right! I am going to do it for 'me You
gee, he's been sick in the hospital more'n
a month, sous boys turn in and give 'im
a lift." "Do all the boys help him?"
asked the reporter. "Yes, sir. When
tbey aiu't got no job themselves, and
Jim gets one, they turn in and help 'itu,
for he ain't strong yet, you see." "How
much percentage does he give you?"
Mid tbe reporter. The boy replied: "I
Au important mete
sage oftzn comes by
telegraph, but the
most important mes-
sage that ever was
delivered to mankind has
been given to them through
the newspapers. It is riven
again in this article
It is the information that
913 per cent. of all cases of con-
sumption can be completely
and permanently cured.
There is no doubt about it.
The statement is not made
recklessly, but after the ex-
perience of thousands has made it an in-
disputable fact. Consumption is not a dis-
ease of the lungs. It is a disease of the
blood, which in weak lunged people man-
ifests itself by the formation of tubercles
in the lungs and the wiciting away of lung
tissue. The cure for consumption is simple.
It consists in the administration of a medi-
cine that will assist thc lungs in throwing
off tuberculous matter, and that will cleanse
the system ao that this refuse matter will be
replaced by strong, healthy tissues. That
sounds like a very simple operation, and
yet consumption baffled the combined med-
ical skill of the whole world for hundreds
of years Consumption was considered in-
don't keep none of it. I ain't no such cu
rable until. the advent of Dr. Pierce's
sneak an that. All the boys give up 
Golden Medical Discovery. This great
what they git on his job. I'd like to 
at. ent(iii eft yr einsr tthhee nmeors tt Leto t .er fnwlobi:iodod punefiveor
catch any feller "'sleeking on a sick boy, known. It is the 
result of years of study
I would!" The reporter gave him a 95 
and experiment, by d scientific physician
cent piece and said, "You keep 10 cents 
;onrd otresr been eteasested ehvaesryanway bby lkorr
for yourtiel‘and give the rest to Jim." record of rucC'ess. It cures a gretaltilvanri' cet
ny
"Can't do it, sir. It's his customer. of 
diseases, beeause almost all diseases
Here, Jim." Such big "outs as that 
havde their cingie and.support in impurity
strew all the lower depths of the cities 
amnao.v.seenessrsofrit; e b
anld johreA,:heloinsginasnao
and, get them converted to God, this danger from diseases
. he Wood is the
would be the last full century of the 
medium through which food is carried from
world's sin, and but little work of even- 
tItire tzlester;fityrstem atl of the tissues of
carior=y1mopfureg thintrio, pot
gehzation would be left for tbe next an insuyificienIt
century. Before this century expires let trouble will 
ensue. There is nothing about
that so "ery hard to understand.. It is per-
eyd r:attountsal Ththere be a oombined effort to save the
great cities of America and Great Brit- ffCtolTdits LedicanIatliirasclovane the die-
ain and of all Ohristendom. What au yestivi. system in perfect ordP
er, purieee
awful thing it would be for you, 0 
and enriches. tbe blood and so puts the
whole body into perfect tune.
dying century, to bequeath to the oom-
iug century, as yet innocent and unscar- seTets t'Vekd 
calt,PMed 44,IfisPierttoos .pasegraCT
red with a single sin or burdened with sent 
free ou receipt of 31 otte-ceet stamps te
a stogie sorrow, the blaephemy, the.law- 
gave; goat :tcfAlsiailtair soh. WORLD'S PLOW,.
WSSOCIATIOR, Buffalo, N.V.
lesanese the atheism. the profligacy and
the woes of great cities still unevangel•
iced!
What we ought to see, 0 dying cen•
tury, is a revival of religion that would
wrap the continents in connagrations of
religious awakening, and that would
make legislation and ruerchaudise anti
all styles of worldly businem wait awhile
at the telegraph offices and the tele-
phone offices because they are occupied
with telling the story of oities and na-
tions born in a day. Nearly all the cen-
turies closed with something tremen-
dous. Why may not this century close
in the salvation of America? I do not
know whether our theological friends
nil° have studied the 'subject more than
I have are right or wrong when they
say Chriet will come in person to set up
his kingdom in this world; but, though
we would be overwhelmed with our un-
worthiness, I would like to see Christ
descend from heaven in one of the clouds
of this morning and planting his feet on
this earth, which he came-centuries ago
to save, declare his reign of love and
mercy and "ideation on earth begun.
And what more appropriate plaoe—I gay
it reverentially—for such a divine land-
ing than the capital of a continent never
cursed by the tyrannies and "upend-
tions of the old world?
Wonderful Sights.
What has this dying nineteenth cen-
tury to tell an before be goes? We all
love to hear septuagenarians, oetogeme
rime nonagenarians and seentenarians
talk. We gather around the armchair
and listen till it is far on into the night
and never weary of hearing their expe-
riences. But Lord Lyndbunt at 88 years
of age pouring into the ears of the
house of lords in a four hours' address
the experiences of a lifetime, and Apol-
Ionia. at 100 years of age recounting
his travels to thrilled listeners, and
Charles Macklin at 107 years of age
absorbing the attention of his hearers,
and Ralph Farnham of our country at
107 years telling the Prince of Walea
tbe story of Bunker Hill, can create no
such interest as this dying centenarian
if he will only speak.
Tell us, 0 nineteenth century, before
you go, in a wore of sentences, some of
the things you have beard end seen. The
veteran turns upon us and says: "I saw
Thomas Jefferson riding in unattended
from Monticello, only a few steps from
where you stand, diamount from his
horse and hitch tho bridle to a post, and
on yonder bill take tbe oath of the presi-
dential office. I maw yonder capitol
ablaze with war's incendiarigne I saw
the puff of the first steam engine in
America. I heard the thunders of eWa.
terloo, of Sevasumol and Sedan ited
Gettysburg. I was preeeut at all the
coronatioue of the kings and queens and
emperors end empresses now in the
world's palaces. I have seen two billows
roll across this continent and from ocean
t000ean; a billow of revival joy in 1857,
and a billow uf blood in 1864. I have
seen four generations of the human raoe
march acmes this world and disappear.
I saw their cradles rocked and their
graves dug. I have heard the wedding
bells and the deatliknells of near a hun-
dred yew's. I have clapped my hands for
'unlit:mg of joys and wrung them in
millions of agonies. I saw Mscready
and EdwierForrest act and Edward Pay-
son pray. I heard the first chime of
Loegfellow's rhythms, and before any
one else saw them I read tbe first line
of. 'Bancroft's History,' aud the first
verse of Bryant's 'Thanatopsis,' and the
first word of Victor Hugo's almost super-
natural romance. I heard the music of
all the grand marches and the lament
of all the requiems that for nigh czcjil
decades made the cathedral wind
shake. I have seeu more moral and spir-
itual victories than all of my predeces-
sors put together.
Admonition and Benediction.
'Ior all you who hear or read this
valMictory I have kindled all the do-
mestic firesides by which you ever sat
and roused all the halloos and rounde-
lays and ruerrimeuta you have ever heard
and unrolled all the pictured sunsets
and starry banners of the midnight heav-
ens tbat you have ever gazed at. But
ere I go take this admonition and bene-
diction of a dying century: The longest
life,like mine, must close. Opportnni-
tier gone never come back, as I could
prove from nigh a hundred years of ob-
servation. The eternity that will soon
take me will soon take you. The wicked
live not mit half their days, as I have
seen in 10,000 instaucen.
"The only influence for making the
woriki happy is au influence that I, the
ningeenth century, inherited from the
first century of the Christian era—the
Christ of all the centuries. Be not de-
ceived by the fact that I have lived so
long, for a ceotury is a large wheel that
turns 100 smaller wheels, which are the
years, and each one of thme years turns
385 smaller wheels, which are the days,
and each one of the 365 days turns 24
smaller wheels, which are the bourn,
and each oue of those 24 hours tarns 60
smaller wheels, which are the minutes,
and rhoee 60 minutes turn still enialler
wheels, whirl) are the seeonds. And all
of this vast machinery is in perpetual
motion and pushes us on and on toward
the great eternity whoseedoors will, at
12 o'clock of the winter night between
the year 1900 and the year 1901, open
before me, the dying century. I quote
from the three inscriptions over the
three doors of the cathedral of Milan.
Over one door, amid a wreath of sculp-
tured roses, I read, 'All that which
plemes us is but for a moment.' Over
another door, around a sculptured crone,
I read, 'All that which troubles us is
but for a moment.' Butiever t he central
door I read, 'That oniF is important
which is eternal.' 0 eternity, eternity,
eternity!"
My hearers, as the nineteenth centery
was born while the face of this nation
wait yet wet with tears because of the
fatal horseback ride that Washington
took out here at Mount Vernon, through
a irecember snowstorm, I wish the next
century might be born at a time when
the face of this nation shall be wet with
the tears of the literal or spiritual arriv-
al of the Great Deliverer of Nations, of
whom St. John wrote with apocalyptic
pen, "And I aaw, and behold a white
horse, and he that sat on him had a
bow, and a crown wit* given unto him,
and he went forth conquering apd to
conquer."
is the safest, surest, and moat reliable
remedy for
CUTS SALT RHEUM CHAPPED HANDSE BURNS ULCERS
BRUISE, ITCH
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0,1 Q,if,k to Itell•ve Pain rirwl Heflin, InflanunstIon
0,4 Joinialiteed iogite astinfaction. when 1011 11.41
Om ..I ,11Titit,r.t.tie -ore to get Cush
man's Menthol
eari 'pod 'I hie Balm Iii the Nest Box of 0 nt-
h Im fa, iid-,1 sc...ept•nythq .i, .A being i.,3,
went snd the l aln on the_ noir et
ie fori one tins ny mail. Sold by all leading druggists. h;
f anti cannot irt It nf your 'troweled send Mc
CUSHMAN DRUC CO.
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Human Ingenuity.
Certainly, for the mechanic, human
ingenuity has never produced a better
liniment than Salvation Oil,which now
stands unexcelled for curing his sprains
and bruises caused by a fall ; or cuts
and wounds the result of an accident
with his tool or saw. Salvation Oil al-
ways kills palu, "Recently, I fell
about twenty feet and wa3 very much
bruised on my leg and side, but after
bathing them with Sa:vation Oil the
bruises soon disappeared. I think Sal-
vation Oil is just the thing for sores
and bruises.' A. Jacob Rice, 520
Church St., Keaton, Pa. Salvation Oil
may be bought anywhere for 25 eente.
Substitutes offered by dealers may cost
less; hence, do less. Salvation Oil,
however, never disappoints the user,
I Col. Grant says that his call upon Mr
McKinley was purely social, that it had
not been suggested that he (Grant) was
to be appotnted to a foreign miesimi,
and he added that he would not be Sec-
retary of War iii Mr. McKinley's
Cabinet.
InAustria,when a woman is convicted
of crime, she is sent, not to a general
prieon, but a convent where she is
placed in charge of of a nun who sees
the pecson does not eecape, but who im-
poses no punishment beyoud eonfine-
ment to reinvent limits.
0. V. Ry. Time Table.
Oorrected May 31, 1896
SOUTH DOITIIID
No. 1 daily
Le. Evansville 6 :16 a. m
Lv. Henderson 7:02 "
Le. Corydon 7 :23 "
Lv. Morgandeld 7:55 "







Lv. Marion 9 :91 " 7.15 "
Lv. Princeton 10:21 " h .40 "
Art. Hopkinsville 11:80 noon 9:50 p. m.
NORTH BOUND.
No. 2 daily No. 4 daily
Le. Hoplthisville 5 10 a. m. 2:58 p. m.
arrive 4 :00
Prinoeton 6 :87 " leave 4 :45
Lv. Marion 7 :31 " 5 :41 ' •
Lv. DeKoven 8 :e7 " 6 :t7 "
Le. Morgan/laid 9:01 " 7:19 ''
Lv. Oorydon 9:80 " 7 :41
Lv. Henderson 9:52 " 8 :07
Are. Evansville 10 :40 " 8 :55
UNIONTOWN BRANCH.
NORTH ROUND.
Le. Morganfield 9 :10 a. m. 7 :16 p.
Are. Uniontown 9:86 a. m. 7:40 p.
SOUTH BOUND.
Le. Uniontown 7:25 a. m. 5:25 p. m.
Are. Morganfield 7:50 a. in. 5:60 p.
LOCAL TeZIONT
Lv. Princeton 7 :15 a. m. daily.
Arv. Hopkinsville 10 :20 a. m. daily.
Le. Hopkinseille 5:00 p. nit daily.
Are. Princeton 7:15 p. m. daily








Of Newark, New Jersey,
See their new contract.
Everything in the contract.
Loans and Real Estate
Are Soecialties With Us....
Office on West side North Main, near







It protssaiy needs renewing, pm it hi rnmrh,
free:clod, blotched or pitupled, l• Lae oticom.
repulsive Inet•nid of attructIve. Healthy skin
always bentitifti:. h• son and Lad, marl:*
wrap* nod otranietit, luaitre the rain.
Viola Cream
cleanseei, nettrtshei and restores the at IT:L=0ring
lit...0. white and beautiful. It IA •t a mometic
-.d,,es not cover up, nut removes blenusher. It
harmleas and always dors Just what we claim
for it. Tire only preparation that will vial rely
remove Freckle-% Blackheads, Tan, Sunhurn and
Pirnples. 1.1undreds of hartimonlais from prowl
want ladies. Prigs go cent/ • liar at druggists.
0. C. BITTNER CO.. TOLEDO, OHIO.
DoctoriSar
Bilious and Intermittent Fevers
which prevail in miasmatic dis-
tricts are invariably acconipan-
:;.i ly derangements of the
Sitynach Liver and Bowels.
The Secret of Health.
The liver is the great " %lying
wheel" in the mechanism of
man, and when it is out oforder,
the v. hole system becomes de-
ranged and disease is the result.
Tutt's Liver Pills
Cure all Liver Trouhles.
CUSHMAN'S
MENTHOL INHALER
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Alit% La Selpse. Vie moat nefroskiag ead Hoak/
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ota...einwlan for P14.1171. Sae. •Insails. 5.4 Wu-
urn! C11.1111 VI Dila, flanceirta sr ra
514 Beartnes Menge.
L. & N. Time Table.
SOUTH.
The following time table tells when
all pamenger trame arrive here:
No, 58, St. Louis expree  .6 :0 7am
No. 66, accommodation  .7:06 am
No, 61, St. Louis mail 5:29 pm
NORTH.
No. 62, St. Louis ..... 9:55 am
No. 54, St. Louis express. 10 :28 pm
No. 66, aocommodetion  8 :40 pm
No, 58 makes connections at Guthrie
for Louisville and points Esse No. 56
makes connection at Ontario for Olarkir
When the children wake up in the
night coughing one dose of Dr. Bell's
Pine-Tar-Honey is all that's needed.
Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
The taxable wealth of the negro pop-
ulation in the United States is over
$800,000,000. There are 23,462 negro
church bodies, with property valued at
over $26,626,448. There are over 1,000
college trained ministers and 2,677,977
church communicants. The census
shows that there are nearly 4,000,000
communicants
Do you go to bed to sleep? Of cow se
yet. do! Then if there's any croup or
whooping cough among your childri n
administer Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar-Honey.
Sold by R. 0. Hardwick.
England and Germany have been on
friendly terms longer than any other
two nations in the world. There may I
have been differencee of opinion, auci
somewhat strained relationships, which
diplomatic intercourse, however, has
smoothed over. But throughout the
long and warlike history of the,se two,
great nations, there has u. yen been any
opeu warfare.
Geo. L. Allen, Clear Springs, Ky ,
writes that he is confident Sutherland's
Eagle Eye Salve saved his eyes from go-
ing out. It is the greatest remedy on
earth fur any and all kind of sore eyes,
granulated lids, etc.
Sold by /I. C. Hardwick.
The Pall Mall Gazette says that the
Government intends to ask Parliament
early in 1897 for a credit of several mil-
lion pound heyond the usual estimates.
The intention of the Government is, the
Gazette says, to apply this increase tO
rearmament of the the artillery, the es-
tablishment of additional infantry bat-
tallions and reorganization of transpor-
tation service.
Dr. Bell's Peppermint Chill Tonic is a
perfect liver regulator—anti-malarial
and blood purifier. Removes bilious-
nem without purging. Cuees chills apd
makes the complexion good. iguaran-
teed by all dealers.
Sold by R. O. Hardwick.
ideceetaryCarlisle has issued a circular
giving public notice that$9,712,000 6 per
cent bonds, issued in aid of certain Pa-
cific railroads under acts of July 1, 1862
and July 2, 1864, and commonly known
aa currency sixes, become due January
1, 1897, and that intermit on these bonds
will cease on that day. The bonds
should be forwarded to the secretary of
the treasury far redemption,
To make the complexion good and
breath sweet, use Dr. Bell's Peppermint
Chill Tonic. It purifies the blood, ride
you of malaria and is an up-building
tonic, aiding digestion. Pleasant taste
and pleasanteffect. 50o. Guaranteed
by all dealem.
—For sale by R. C. Hardwick.
Gen MAR talks to his American visi.
tors through an interpreter. He un-
derstands English to some extent, and
encourages the knowledge of it by the
people. It is his great desire that Mex-
ican affiliation with Americans shall
grow stronger and to that end hc wants
the coming generation to be able te
speak both languages. "We should be
as brothers," be said not long ago in
conversation with some American visi•
tors.
A bottle of Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar-Honey
should be on the medicine shelf of every
home. In a sudden attack of croup it is
invaluable; allaying the irritation and
ending the danger in less time than it
would take to go for the doctor It
stands pre-eminent as a remedy for
Douglas, colda and all kindred °teener'.
The sr cretary of the treasury is con-
sidering the question of resuming the
issue of gold certificates which was sus-
pended in 1808, when the gold reserve
first fell below the $100,000,000 point.
The issue of these cirtificates was stus•
suspended as a means of acquiring gold
in the treasury. Heretofore it has been
the custom of the treasury to inane cer-
tificates on the deposit of gold, but such
gold deposited did not become part of
the gold reserve.
Rheumatism Cured In a Dar.
"Mystic Cure" for Rheumatism anti
Neuralgia radically cures in 1 to days
Its action upon the system is remarkable
and ruysterous. It removes at once the
cause and the diseaae immediately dis-
appears. The first dose greatlo benefits ;
76 cents - Sold by R. 0. Hardwick Drug-
gist Hopkins-Tillie
Official notice of the coalition of the
Central American republics is made in
the announcement of the Honduran
government through the Universal Pos-
tal union that, .by virtue of a compact
of the Central American union, signed
by the governments of Nicaragua, sal-
ender and Honduras, each of these
three republics has constituted itself a
state. These states, it is cited, form
one republic under the name of the
"Greater Republic of Central America"
and the Honduran director general of
the poets aays it is expected the repub-
lics of Costa Rica and Guatemala will
join the union.
Bsekes's Arnica Save.
The Beet Salve in the world for Cuts,
Braises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum,
Fever Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands
Chilblains, Oorna and all Skin Erup-
tion/I, and positively cures Piles, or no
pay required. It is guaranteed to give
perect satisfacion or money refunded.
tife 25 cents per box. For Sale by P
0. Hardwick Hopkinsville Ky.
A conference of nations on the sub-
jects of the world's wheat is understood
to be desired by at leaat one of the
greatest wheat-growing Empires. It is
stated in official circles that Ramie is
particularly friendly to such an idea
and ie believed to be making overtures,
not only to the United States, but Eng-
land, the Argentine Bepublic, and Am-
tralia, which are the principal wheat-
growing nations of the world. The idea
suggested, as outlined here, is that these
nations, should they see fit to unite in
an agreement upon the subjececould fix
a price for wheat, to be maintained uni-
formly through various siemens of over-
production and unsatisfactory crops
caused by drouth or continual rain and
thus make the principal grain staple
upon which fhe millions; of consumers
depend for food almost as unchanage-
able in value as gold itself has. become.
This would enable the producer, in the
event of an unneually large crop, to
store his wheat and obtain thereon a
loan that would tide him over until the
wheat was in demand in the world's
markets, when he would receive a fall
and fair price for it.
If you want to withstand the evil ef-
fects of the coming winter's chilly
blasts, the beet preicantion is to put your
lungs and bronchial tubes in a healthy
and robust oondition by the use of Dr.
Bell's Pine-Tar-Honey. It promotes
the free circulation of blood and give
vigor and vitality to the respiratory or-
gans. Where catarrh of the throat or
head, or any pulmonary ailment exists,
it in necessary in order to overcome theme FERD SCHMITT Agent
diatressing maladies to feed and
strengthens the inactive functions, and
there us nothing that does this so thor-
oughly as does Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar-Hon-
ey. It is a tiesue builder, through the
process of free and healthful circula-
tion of the blood. By its use the sys-
tem is rendered lesa susceptible to
coughs and colds; and for their cure For Infants and Children.
there is nothing that equals the genuine
Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar-Honey made by the Tlit fat-
E. E. Sutherland Medicine Co and sold aguazittu,s1.




The cheapest, unrest and beet family medi-
cine in the world! An effectual specific for
all diseases of the Liver, Stomach and Spleen.
Regulate the Liver and prevent Chills and
Fever. Malarious Fevers. Bowel Complaints,
Restlessness, Jautidims and Nausea.
DAD BREATH!
Nothing is so unpleasant, nothing so com-
mon, as a bad breath ; and in nearly every
case It comes froin the stomach, and cau be
so easilv corrected If you will take Simmons
Liver Regulator. Do not neglect so sure a
remedy fur this repulsive disorder. It will
1/4MO improve yuur appetite, complexion •nd
eral health.
CONSTIPATION
should not be regarded asi a trifling all men t—
I n fact, nature demands the Ut111011t regularity
of the bowel., and any deviation from this
demand paves me way often to acrlotia dan-
ger. It is quite as necessary to remove impure
accumulations from I lie bowels aa it Into wit
Or sleep, •nd no health can be expected where
a costive habit or body prevails.
RICE READACEIZI
This distressing affliction occurs moat fre-
quently. The disturbance of the stomach,
arising from the imperfectly digested con-
unite, causes a severe pain in the head,
acoompanied with disagreeable nausea, and
thls constitutes what is popularly known as
Slok Headache. for the relief of which take
Simmons Liver Regulator.
/sWrE WERT PACKAGE-6h
Has the Z Stamp in red on the armee**,
J. H. ZEMIN I CO., Ptillastemeia.
PARKEWS GINGER TONIC
Leaf Trona+. Dobliltroliesewing same* sod
Ma and is seri lee easking sows wigs WI Maw




14ewer Tails to lessers
fis•r to Its Youthful psi.,
Our. secs dans.. a hair trusag,
and I it'. ;it
ELPIDERCORNS we sees eme
Mops paot idiakint sa.k.og es. sr Drollitow
Till \
FOR ti IN NAM
ARE YOU THIN?
Flesh made with Thinacura by
scientific process. They accede perfect as•
SltplIption of ever for of food, secreting t he
‘aluable parts nn dlecardIng the worthies's
'they make thin Noes piump and round ou
the iigure. The are b
nfor n rs • e ab
leannms, 0TDARIOngNioMaglieTnie,
solute!), harmless,
Price, peeve_ ,id $1, e tor ss.
Pamphlet, "HOW TO GET FAT," free.
THE TH1NACUAA Co., 949 Broadwoy,
me in
eLteksateer ars-talt 1.1 -.rot nesse.
NNYROYAL PILLS
no atlas.
ewe isietainwits. • t ornate... sent Is
la inam.4 joartisetsre. Ununcwilita
"Rana Iler Lwries." Weser 01
1.11 Stffe4 1,astabo• I ay AkomsP=
41..4.02 Ca,. Mad loor • ..,,,,,„,
Lew futaittske. Malaga- SU
Original INIDJ Only giewahee,
=VA!
Br 4 ra ass4 1 44 retinas
bears •. rtatr;a Tak•
LAW in.r.frier
Professional Gar ds.
Ni I LLIAM N ELY,
Attorney.At.Law.





DISEASES OF WObEN A SPECIALITY.
OFFICE fErjra, mid ulldin
g
Telephone No. In
Hunter Wood. Hunter Wood, Jr.
HUN'I'LR WitOD & sON.
,A tIonirym-At- Law




Attorno - At - Lam
OFFICE: Old Beni Building. e..ru•






Office over Plantexs Bank Offic.
hones from re I 1 a. m 2 to 4 p m
SYPHYLI S
AVE YOU
'leers In Booth, Hair ra.lingi V, rite COO
Ill RD V t`41.. SOT Maasete Tomo
tease, foe proofs of extras. Car.
sasmseoe. Worst asses eared la
IBS Says. INS-pore book free. •
Via. Ohio Vallee Ay.
In connection with the C. 0. & S. W.
and Illinois Central, to Louisville, Cin,
ciunati, Memphis, New Orleans and
points beyond.
Le. Hopkinrrille 5:20 a. in. 2:68 p.m
Ar. Paducah 12:00 noon 6 :b0 p.m
Ar. Memphis 6 :40 p. m. 7 :10 mm
Ar. New Orleans; 7:40 a. in. 7 :So p.m
Ar. Louisville 11:10 p. in.
Ar. Cincinnati 6 :40 a. m
Cloae connections made at Princeton
with through solid vestibule trains, car-
rying Pullman Buffet sleepers, and
free reclining chair ears.
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and Healthful aid to
HIULDACHN Suffer-
ers Brings sleep to the Sleepless. Cures lumen's
and Nervous Prostration Don't he Mailed with worthies,
Imitations Take only C1.1.311M•lell. Price, 60o.
at all Druggists. or mailed free. AGENTS WANTLD.
CUSHMAN'S MENTHOL BALM Pn'aue.°..wonder
ful cores of Bolt Rb•uns. Old gloms. Outs, Wounds,
Burns, Prowttattass. Excels all other ricedies for
FILM!. Price, 0130.411 Druggists Book *a Menthol
free Addreen, Cohere n Drug Co., Tin.






One of the most wonderful and also
niont villainonm articles that has been in
print for a long while on the Cuban
queetion is a cemmunicatien signed, "A
tleutleman." that appeared in the
uneis of the New York Journal of last
Primly. The writer of the communica-
tion says that it makes his • 'blood boil"
to see the unanimity with which the
press of the United States favors the
cause of the Cubans, and he compli- I
ments President Cleveland's cowardice,
calling it manhood, iu refusing to aid
the patriots who are trying to throw off
the galling Spaniah yoke. One of the
chief reasons that he gives for being
against the Cubans is that their suocess
would tend to encourage the proleta-
riats of the United States—and by the
proletnriats he says he means the els.sses
that followed Mr. Bryan at the recent
election, which he epeaks of as '•the dis-
ooutented and evereneolent.
The writer of the article evidently
does net seem to think that any except
the rich have the right to live—much-
lees have any voice in public affairs, as
will be seen from the followieg extract
trim his article:
-The property owners; and wealthy
mon of Cuba will have reason to mourn
the day they passed from under the rule
of eectd-wielding royalty to the vote
wielsinig multitude should the revs. ti
tiou be successful. Like oureeives,
tbey will, whenever an eleotiOsi row
on. be put to enormous cuss, exer-
tion and anxiety. They will be obligek•
to play the demagogue to the messes, to
coax and wheedle them, to employ
newsrapers and orators, eollect cam-
paign funds. raise humbugging cries SO
catch the ears of the grow:Whew', and
rousse employers to the excassrrY of
eoseelesa when they cannot persuade
the etacenzeus in their epiploy to vote
as they SHOULD Anti Wfire- than all,
they will suffw the pain. the micemeary
pain of listenigg the house of wor-
ship nut psiiyer and soul-purifying
disnourse, but to political harangues. In
sum, the gentlemen of Cuba will per-
force become politicians. Their self-
mope(' will be wounded, their dignity
gone, for, when all is said, the politi-
cian must be on hia knees to the lower
orders, for whom no gentleman can
have any other than feelings repugnance.
Surely the fruits of Republatanism are
not so sweet in oer own mouths that we
should wish to impose them on men of
OUR mess elsewhere. For myself, were
I a Cuban, I should infinitely prefer to
live under a royal government, • gov-
ernment of CHINTLEBRX, however de-
epotic, than to undergo the sort of Deo-
esnerioe which we had to endure in
'self defence in order to save ourselves
from government by Bryan and the
mob.
"As one who labored not inconspicu-
ously for the national safety and the
national honer iu the late desperate con-
test with the "many-headed monster,"
I sincerely trust that all with whom I
stood shoulder to shoulder in that battle
will hold up the hands of President
Cleveland, as I do, in his firm and dig-
teflon attitude of non-intervention in
Cuban affairs.
"Better, far better, for the Civilized
minority of Cuba, and consequently for
the CIVILIZAD MINORITY of the United
States, that rebellion thould be extin-
guished in fire and blood than that arm-
ed revolution so near our doors should
triumph and inflame oar own due on•
tented and ever-ihsolent proletariats,
nursed, as they have been, on the pre-
posterous and dangerous French "priu•
eiples" of the Declaration of Independ•
mice, written by Thomas Jefferson, die
Mph; of Roasseau."
That whole extract is villainous, and
shows • most abominable epirit, a spirit
dangerous to the welfere of our country,
to the stability of our institutions, be-
cause it is shared by RO many of the cit-
izeiss of the East. It was not neceisary
for the write, to have stated in his ar-
ticle that in the recent campaign he
fonght for the success of the Republican
party—the article showed that. Yet
that article is only a fair "ample of the
way in which the Republican party
feels toward the people of theSouth and
that's the way it has always felt and
that's the way it alwajs will feel ; and
in view of such feelings it is iudesse
hard, exceedingly hard to understand
how any man in the South can—in
most case@ for the sake of a little office
or in hopes of getting one—be willing
to vote for the candidates of that party.
The 'writer of that article distin-
guishes himself and him associate. BP
gentlemen—because they have money,
the chief requisite to that distinction iv
the East—yet he speaks of their having
violated the laws of their country by
bribing voters and by coercing their
helpless employes, whom they speak of
as the mob, the rabble, the thiekheads;
and he also acknowledges' to misrepre-
senting things to the ignorant, to play•
ing the demagogue. Such acts as those
may go te make up the gentleman in the
East—and evidently do if that writer is
oorrect, and he, doubtless is—but we
ara thankful to aay that such is not the
caae in the South.
While the article in queetion is vil-
lainous, there a one exceedingly hrunor•
ona clause in it, the clause where the
writer expresses his deep solicitude in
regard to the painful necessity that the
Cuban gentlemen—and by gentlemen
he deeires it to be distinctly understood
that he means wealthy men—will be
under of having to listen to politics
preached from the pulpits. In the first
place, that writer has not the love of
God in his heart, for if he had he could
not despise his fellow-men and abuse,
vilify and malign them as he does in
that article. No man who loves God or
who even has any reepect for his com-
mands could write like that. In the
next place, nowhere outside the North
did anyone ever hear political harangues
from a pulpit, and only half civilized
though the great bulk of the Cubans
may be, they would not be guilty of
such a thing as making a political hall
out of a house of God and calling the
"stump speech" a sermon, as was done
all through the Northeast during the
recent campaign—by the Republican
and assistan t- Republican preachers,
who disgraced the cloth.
It is very evident that in selecting the
Noe DE FLUKE of "A Gentleman," the
writer of the article from which we
have quoted quite extensively made a
huge mistake—as his own account of
hie own acts of bribery, coercion &c.,
show—or else the word "gentlemau"
has an entirely different meaning in the
Northeast from what it haa in the
South.
Dr. Bell's Peppermint Chill Tonic
cures chills permanentky. A sure appe-
tizer. A perfect blood purifier. A com-
plete strengthener. Dr. Bell's Pepper-
mint Chill Tonic will give color to the
face end change that sallow complexion
to a healthful, rosy hue. It correcta
disorders of the momach and aid" diges-
tion. Overcemes nervous depreesion
and low spirits. It will restore exhaust-
ed and nursing mothers to full strength
and energy sod makes children fat as
pigs. Guaranteed.
Sold by R. 0. Hardwick.
It is many years since the great
famine in India. The year 1897 threat-
ens to become in India himtory one of
the darkest of dark yeare. A territory
in central in yorthwestern India as
large as half of Europe and peopled by
not less that 90,000,000 ia famine-sticken.
Already there are harrowing acceunts
of deaths; by starvation. The Govern-
ment of India ie remitting taxes, or-
ganizing relief and opening up public
works to give employment to the desti-
tute, bnt it is doubted that all these ef-
forts will avail to prevent an appalling
increase in the death rate. The cause
of the famine is the lack of timely rains.
_
W. H. Lankford, merchant,Lankford,
Tenn., writes: "Dr. Bell's-Pine-Tar
It Honey bents any medicine on earth for
coughs and onlda."
Sold by R. C. Hardwick,
e •
AVevc table Preparation tor As-
similating dr Food ancl Reg uia-
ting the Stninnriis anc113owels of
Protnoir Digestion,CheeT rid-









A pe7ect j"dRemed- y for Constipa-
tion, Sour Stomath.Diarrtriea,
Worms ,Convuls to ris .1-evell sh-
ags s and Lo Ss OF SLEEP.
Tar Sunk Signature of
NEW YORK.
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FEATHERBONE CORSETS AND WAISTS.
correct *tpes
Best Materials
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SOLD AND RECOMMENDED BY
SAM FRANIttL, Sale Ard.
Dry Goods and Notions, Hopkinsville, Ky.
$3.50 GIVEN AWAY
To every one taking advantage of this offer
we will absolutely give the $3.50 worth of
value.
The Bagster Teachers' Bible
Is acknowledged by all the most compre-
hensive of any Teachers' Bible in existence. It
contains all the helps found in any Teachers'
Bible. A complete concordance, 12 superb
maps, silk head bands, with beauriful silk rib-
bon marker. It is bound in the finest of Moroc-
cd; it is divinity circuit, it pas gold edges. in
fact it is a perfect and
BeautifYI Teachers' Bible.
Now what we will do is this, if you will send
us only
We will send you postpaid this $5.00 Teach-
ers' Bible and give you free one year's subsc rip
tion to this paper. Think of it. This Bible
which sells for $5.00 all over the world, and a
full year's subscription to the WEEKLY NEW
ERA for only $2.50.
A Christmas Present.
You can look the world over and you can
not find a handsomer or more appropriate
Christmas Present.
Order at Once
As the supply is limited. and you can not
afford to miss this wonderful offer. This beau-
tiful Bible can be seen at this office.
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ARP1 Alit) FiAttiMFR SODA i. k ' irk " a
i in packages. flour—unlversey ........ a
COOS nO Moto tie n ' r : .-. :: soda—never spoils :
...... ;I:: Lst in flit world. •
It Ilade only by CITIvRCE & CO., New York. s-11 , .- g-rocrrs everywhere. :
•
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